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Abstract

The mechanism of hydrogen induced intergra,nular cracking in Ni has been

investigated in this study. Trvo fundamental aspects are addressed: 1) the role of

grain bouudaries in the mass transport of hydrogen in mate¡ials contacted rvith

hydrogen atmosphere, and 2) the efiect of grain boundar¡' pre-segregated hydrogen

on the f¡acture mode and its mechanism. To accomplish tirese goals, three major

investigations have been undertaken lvhich can be summarized as follows.

(1) A new grain boundary difiusion model is presented. The model can be uti-

Iized to calculate the contribution of grain boundary difusion to total mass transport

in metals r'here lattice diffusion occurs interstitiaÌly. The grain boundary segrega-

tion factor, small grain sizes and a large range of the ratio of grain boundary to

lattice diffusivity can be accommodated. Analyticai solutions have been obtained

for electrochemical permeation tests and penetration tests. Calculations predict that

under most circumstances an average grain size of 1O¡rm can be used to determine

conclusively if the transport of hydrogen in metals is enhanced by grail boundary

difiusion.

(2) A dynamic technique to obta.in qualitative information regarding irydrogen

transport along grain bounda¡ies in metallic materials has been proposed b5' ¡s-

interpreting and modifying the silver deco¡ation technique proposed by Schöber and

Dieke¡. The results of deco¡ation tests in poiycrystalline nickel and pailadium rvith



and without hydrogen charging shot'that there is not a one-to-one correspondence

between escaped h5'¿tot"tr atoms and deposited silver atoms during the decoration

process as reported previousl¡'. It is the oxidation film formed during electropolislúng

that prevents silver deposition. Any damage to the film and any process which

reduces its stability may resuit in spontaneous silver deposition in the absence of

hydrogen.

(3) Ðlectrochemical permeation tests, silver decoration tests and penetration

tests u'ere performed in polycrystalline nickel rvith diffe¡ent grain sizes. Compari-

son of experiment¿l resuits rvith theoretical predictions of the nev grain boundary

difiusion model indicated that gra.in boundaries are uot high diffusivity paths for

hydrogen. The dominant role played by grain bounda¡ies during mass transport

of hydrogen is retardation due to the trapping effect. The grain boundar¡' diffu-

sivity of hydrogen is concentration dependent; when the h¡'drogen concent¡ation is

extremely lorv, the grain boundary difrusion of irydrogen is virtuali¡' stopped. It is

postulated that tlie lorv energ¡'sites u'ithin grain boundaries are responsible for such

retardation.

Grain boundary pre-segregated hydrogen changed the fracture mode from trans-

granular to intergranular at 77K rvhen grain size rvas 50¡rm or coarser, but had little

efect in specimens t'ith a grain size of 10¡rm. By a comparison of the behavior of

intergranular cracking due to hydrogen and that due to sul{ur, a new mechanism of

hydrogen induced intergranular cracking is proposed as follos's.

Hydrogen enters the material and difuses into the interior through the lattice.

The hydrogen concentration in grain boundaries develops at almost the same rate

as the lattice but is much higher because of the segregation factor. The segregated

hydrogen at gra.in boundaries inc¡eases the driving force for intergranular cracking



by increasing the resistance to the leading dislocations in pileups in entering grain

boundaries. If the local stress applìed bl' dislocation pileups reaches the critical

stress fo¡ grain boundary fracture before large scale cross slip takes place, intergran-

ular cracking occurs.
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Nomenclature

a half grain boundar¡' rvidth

B constant

C irydrogen concentration

Cl hl'd¡og"n concent¡ation tirrough lattice

C2 hydrogen concentration tirrough grain boundaries

C", averagedhydrogenconcent¡ation

Cs hydrogen concentration in grain boundalies

Ci hydrogen co¡rcent¡ation in grain boundar¡' area on input surface

C; critical irydrogen concentration in grain boundaries for
intergranular cracking to occur

Ct h¡'dtot.o concent¡ation in lattice

Co hydrogen concent¡ation on input surface

D"r effective hydrogen diffusivity

Ds hydrogen difiusivity aiong grain boundaries

D¡ hydrogen diffusivity in lattice

E6 grain boundary binding energ5' with hydrogen

/ fugacity



F Farada¡' constant

å thickness of the membrane

permeatiorì rate

i, steady state permeation rate

i, lattice difusiou steadl'state permeation rate

irorur total permeation current

K ratio of the g¡a.in boundar)' diffusivity to the lattice difiusivity

.L average grailì size

1f number of dislocations in a pileup

Q lotal diffusing substance rvhich has passed through the
membrane in time ú

R ratio of actual breakthrough time to that rvithout grain
boundary enhancement

ó segregation facto¡

ta applied external stress

op stress applied by a pileup outo its barrier

oi resistance to the controlling process for leading
dislocations iu a pileup to c¡oss a boundary

o; gra.in boundary strengtìr

7 temperature

ú iime

t" actual breakth¡ough time in polycrystaJ



16 actual breakthrough time in monocrystal

tas actual breakthrough iime in polycrystal *'ith enlianced
transport b¡' grain boundaries

tt.,s lag-tine obtainable from a permeation cu¡ve
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Degradation of mechanical properties of many metals and alloys b¡'hydrogen

is a severe eugileering problem upon rvhich much rvork has been expended [1-g].

The fracture mode of hydrogen embrittled materials can be either transgranular or

intergranular. It is well established that hydrogen induces or promotes intergran-

ular cracking in man5' metals and alloys. For instance, the fracture mode of poly-

crystalline rúckel is transgranuìar ductile rupture if no seve¡e segregation of other

impurities such as sulfur occurs. Hower.er, rvhen solute hydrogen is introduced into

the metal, the {¡actu¡e mode changes to intergranular cracking [10-13].

Since the hydrogen decoiresion theory was put forrvard in the early days of

irydrogen embrittlement research, and also since it had been n'ell documented that

grain boundaries a¡e fast diffusion paths in metals and alloys, the mechanism of hy-

drogen induced intergranular cracking seemed to be quite straight fo¡l,r'ard. There-

fore, although quite a ferv mechanisms have been proposed to explain hydrogen

embrittlement, the phenomenon of hydrogen induced intergranular cracking had

been overlooked prior to the 1980's. However, as it becomes more evident thai un-

de¡ certain circumstances, hydrogen does promote plasticity, mo¡e interest has been

generated in this area during the past decade. The main objective of this study,



therefore, is to further our understandiug of this particular phenomenon, i.e., to

stud¡' the mechanism of hydrogen induced intergranular cracking.

Obviously, for intergranular cracking to occur, hydrogen has to arrive at inte-

rior grain boundaries by difiusion through the lattice, grain boundaries, dislocation

netrvorks or by moving dislocation transport as dislocation core atmospheres. A

better understanding of h¡'drogen induced crackiug requires a knov'ledge of the con-

tribution o{ each of these processes to hydrogen transport. Considerable effort has

been expended in tire past decade towards this end.

Many researchers in this field consider grain boundaries as fast diffusion paths

for hydrogen; i.e., the ratio of grain boundary difrusivity to lattice difiusivit¡' is

high, K : DslDt ) 1. Quite a feu' attempts have been made to provide direct

experimelLtal evidence for enhanced transport of hydrogen by grain boundaries.

In 1982, Tsuru and Latanision[l4] used the elect¡ochemical permeation technique

to investigate grain boundar¡' difusion of h5'd¡6g"tr in polyc¡J'stalline nickel and

observed an almost instant increase iu the aliodic cu¡¡ent rvhich saturated in a ferv

minutes t'ell befo¡e the main t¡ansient started. They co¡rsidered this earl¡' saturation

as the flrst experimental evidence o{ rapid grain boundary difusion. By simply

comparing two saturations, they caJculated a K ratio of 60. One year later, Schöber

and Dieker [15] reported otirer experimental evidence using the silver decoration

technique originally designed by themselves.

These ¡esults concerning the enhanced grain boundary transport of hydrogen

rvere initially accepted. Horvever, when Tsu¡u and Latanision's rvork was dupli-

cated, the observation of an early breakthrough was found to be a ¡esult of exper-

imental procedures and could be eliminated. Consequently, to clarify the situation

regarding grain boundary transport of hydrogen has become a major objective of



this study, since all nervl¡' proposed mechanisms of hydrogen induced intergranular

cracking suggest enhanced transport of hydrogen by grain boundaries. In order to

do this, it rvould be ideal to have a techuique rvhich is capable of both dynamically

and directly monitoring the emerging consequences of hydrogen permeation flux in

terms of microstructural characteristics. The elect¡ochemical permeation test is a

dynamic tecìrnique, i.e. it provides time related in{ormation [16,17ì. Eorvever, this

information is averaged ove¡ the downstream su¡face of the membrane. The silver

decoration lechnique is supposed to have the required capabilit¡' [15,18]; however,

it *'as found in the beginning o{ this ¡esearch that the surface effects couLd obscure

the results and reproducibility was so poor that the technique had to be modified

before it could be used rvith any confldence. Since this technique is important to

this study, a separate chapter is assigned for its re-interpretation and modification.

In the meantime, lÌowever, Lee et al [19] proposed a neu'thermal analysis tech-

nique, and provided an indication that also supported enhanced grain boundar¡'

transport of hydrogen in rickel. In 1988, Kimura and Birnbaum [20] performed

hydrogen penetration tests in pure polycrystalline nickel. B¡' measuring the in-

tergranular depths in specimens rvirich we¡e precharged rvitli hydrogen at diffe¡ent

temperatures for va¡ious periods but fractured at 77K, the¡' concluded that hydro-

gen transport was enhanced by gra.in boundaries. Holever, Birnbaum [21] admitted

that an essential mistake was made in thei¡ de¡ivations. A high K value, 103 - 10a,

rvould be obiained if the mistake rvas corrected. Further, it turned out by analyzing

their data with Whipple's model that the activation energy for diffusion along grain

boundaries rvas higher than that through the lattice even \vhen different concentra-

tions for the iattice and grain boundary area on the charging surface were taken

into account. Obviousiy, this is incorrect.



Furtlrer, during the most recent hydrogen conference, The Fourth Internat'ional

Conference on the Effects of Hyd.rogen on lV[aterial Behøøior, September 12-16, 1989,

\4¡yoning, USA, two groups reported experimental results both of which supported

the fast difiusion concept 122,23]. One report followed Tsuru and Latanision's iead

b5, detecting the early breakthrough current, and failed to notice any significant

changes in the steady state current. The other report found just the opposite result;

i.e., onl¡' the changes ir the steady state current t'ere ¡elated to grain boundar5'

transport. It is interesting to note that the co-author of the latte¡ report was

Latanision himself, u'hich rvas in conflict with their previous theories 114].

It is not knon'n u'hat diference should be expected in the shapes of permeation

curves for mono- and polr'-crystall ne membranes. Should the steadS' state current

increase in polycrystalline membranes? Shouìd there be an earl5' breakthrough and,

i{ so, should there be a plateau? The problenr is that there have been no theoretical

ca.lculations available s'irich can predicl the conditions under rvlúch the enhanced

transport of hydrogen by grain boundaries can be experimeutally revealed if it does

occur. In other ri'ords, it is not knorvn how to design a conclusive experiment.

It is well established that for the case o{ self and substitutional lattice difiusion

the graiu boundar¡' difusivity is indeed much greater than the lattice difusivitS'.

Seve¡a.l mathematical models have been successfully used to analyze test ¡esults. In

most cases, grain boundar¡' diffusivities are orders of magnitude higher thal lattice

difiusivities. This has been believed to be due to substantiaJly smaller activation

energies of difusion in grain bounda¡ies [25]. Since hydrogen is a small interstitial

element, its diffusion in the lattice is via an inte¡stitial mechanism, and its lattice

diffusivity is high in most metals even at room temperature. It is reasonable that

the ljmited ext¡a volume available in grain boundaries would not greatly increase the



mass transport of hydrogen. Therefore, the lattice and grain boundary difiusivities

of hydrogen are most like\'to be in the same order.

It is noted that mathematical models have beel used in the analyses of lhose

reports supporting enhauced hydrogeu transport by grain boundaries {25]. These

nodels are onh' applicable to cases rvhere grain boundarl' difusion is dominant;

i.e. ri'here the difiusing atom is a substitutional alloying element and difiuses via a

vacancy mechanism in the bulk lattice. This ¡esults in a different coeficient several

o¡de¡s of magnitude less than that for grain boundar5' difusion.

Gilmer et al [26] irave obtained an analytica] solution of grain boundary difusion

for a set of parallel straight grain boundaries in a thin fllm. Apparentl¡', this geo-

metric model is far from the reality. Hos'ever, Ì'hen K is ver¡'large. grain boundar¡'

difusion dominates and lattice difusion does not corltribute significantly. Therefore,

overlapping from adjaceut grain boundaries can be ignored and grain boundaries can

be approximated as straight parallel lines. Ab¡aham et al [27] have proposed the-

oretical predictions of permeation rates using Levine and MacOallum,s [28] model.

Again, their model is applicable onl¡'to tlie cases whe¡e grain boundary transport

dominates and they themselves acknou'ledged that the model is inappropriate rvirere

K < 105.

The existing models for mass transport cannot accommodate the case tvhere

the grain boundary difusivity is of the o¡de¡ of the lattice diffusivit5'. Therefore,

they are incapable of determining the maximum grain size at rvhich grain boundary

difusion cont¡ibutes significautly to mass transport through the meta"l. In addition,

the activity of grain boundaries may rvell be different than that of the lattice and this

could lead to a segregation efect where the equilibrium concentration of impurities

in the grain boundaries is significantly dife¡ent than that in the lattice. Therefore,



in order to clarif¡' the role of grain boundaries in mass transport througli metals, a

model is needed which a) accommodates an¡' value of K from zero to inflnit¡'; b)

is appropriate {o¡ both large and smail grain sizes; and c) includes the segregation

efect.

This disse¡tation has developed a nex' model rvhich has a.ll these featu¡es. Fol-

lorving Gilmer and Fa¡¡e1l's [26] procedure, anal¡'tical solutions a¡e obtained for the

permeation tests and penetration tests. Since most u'ork in this area t'as done in

nickel, data available in the literature for the nickel-h¡'d¡6g¿¡ system have been

used to make the ¡esults explicit. \4/ith the guidance of the theoretical predictions,

electrochemical permeation tests, silver decoration tests, and penetratiou lests were

perfornled.

It is noted that degradation of materials due to impurity segregation has also

been the subject of extensive study [29]. The mechanism of impurity segregation

induced intergranular cracking is much betle¡ understood than for the case of hydro-

gen. Several approaches are available i¡t the literature and the agreement between

tlieories and experimental ¡esults is fair. Experimental evidence has sìrown that the

eflects of impurities and hydrogen a¡e someu'hat similar. Therefore, it rvould be

informatory to compare the intergranular cracking behavior due to hydrogeu with

that due to sulfur. In this u'ay, a ney' mechanism of hydrogen induced intergranular

cracking has been derived a¡td is presented in this dissertation.



Chapter 2

Literature Review

Generally speaking, hydrogen embrittlement refers to the degradation of me-

ciranical properties of metals and alloys due to internaì or externai hydrogen. Studies

of this problem extend well back into the last centur¡'. There have been man¡' ¡s-

views and conference proceedings published on h¡'d¡6t.o;n metals since 1970's [1-9].

Horvet'er, a satisfactorl' ulLderstanding of hydrogen emb¡ittlement has not I'st. þss¡

achieved. Our present knowledge remains at a phenomenological level. In the fol-

los'ing, a revieu'is given to the topics that are most reiated to the objectives of this

stud5'.

2.1 Phenomenon of Hydrogen Induced Intergran-
ular Cracking

z.L.L Observations in Metals and Alloys

Hydrogen can be introduced into engineering materials during processing and

service applicatiolrs. It has been well established that hydrogen induces or promotes

intergranular crackiug in many metallic mate¡ials. When specimens of various iron-

base alloys are tested mechanically either after cathodic o¡ the¡mal charging of

hydrogen, or directly in the aqueous or gaseous hydrogen environment, fracture



occurs at reduced stress intensity levels along prior austenite grain boundaries 130-

4il. In high purity iron, hydrogen also changes tlie f¡acture mode from transgranular

to intergranuiar ar 170 K [42].

It has been shorvn that austenitic stainless steels are also susceptible to hy-

drogen embrittlement. In Type 304 austenitic stainless steel sensitized b5' aging at

intermediate temperatures (e.g., 900 K), hydrogen induced ctacking occurs along

the grain boundaries [43,44]. Horvever, confl.icts eúst regarding f¡acture paths in

non-sensitized sta.iniess steels. \4lhile many researchers report transgranular crack-

ing, intergranular cracks t'ere obtained in solution annealed smooth bar specimens

u'hich were stressed u'lúle being charged I43]. Intergranular cracking rl.as also ob-

tained in a stable austenitic stainless steel (Cr21-Ni6-Mn9) u'hen tested in a high

pressure hydrogen atmosphere, i73 Mpa [4,5ì.

Hydrogen induced intergranular cracking in a fer¡itic stainless steel (12Cr-

Mo) has been observed rvhen tensile specimens witir a quenched-and-tempered mi-

crostructure were tested a{ter cathodic charging rvith up to 6 rvppm hydrogen 146,42].

In a high strength 7075 T651 aluminum alloy, Gest and Troiano i48] observed crack-

ing along grain boundaries where the specimens had undergone hydrogen charging.

Nickel and Ni base allo¡'s are typical in this group. \\¡ith clean grain boundaries,

fracture occurs in a ductile maltner, and the cross-section reduces to a needie point.
'When 

hydrogen is introduced, the fracture mode changes to intergranular brittle

failure at room or subzero temperatures [10-13].

2.L.2 Impurity Effects

Segregation of impurities to grain boundaries can eithe¡ increase or decrease

the tendency of hydrogen induced intergranular fracture. Kimu¡a and Kimura [45]

performed tensile tests during hydrogen charging. A specially prepared, high purity



iron fractured along grain boundaries after a ferv perceut elongation. The specimen,

horvever, was ductile if it t'as doped rvith ca¡bon to about 20 rvppm. Thev concluded

that carbon segregation at grain boundaries prevents grain boundary fracture. Their

rvo¡k rvas consistent ivith that of Sirin et a1. [49] rvho found carburization of pure

i¡on to 185 appn prevented intergranular cracking. A similar efiect rvas reported

by Funkenbusch et al. [50] for p]rospirorus in Monel 400 alloys. They suggested

that P improves atomic packing aiong grain boundaries rrhich in turn reduces the

concentration of embrit,lle¡.

The influence of sulfur, pliosphorus and antimon¡' segregation on intergranular

hl'd¡ogen embritllement in nickel t'as studied by Bruemmer et al. [51]. They found

that sulfur u'as the critical grain boundary segregant due to its large enrichment at

grain bouldaries, 104 - 105 times the bulk content. The¡e was a direct relationship

between sulfur coverage and hydrogen -induced intergranuiar failure. Pl.rosphorus

tvas sltolt'u to be significantll' less 
"O""t 

u. than sulfur or antimony in inducing the

intergranular hydrogen emb¡ittlement of Ni. Since phosphorus segregated strongly

at grain boundaries and limited sulfur enrichment, the addition of phosphorus to Ni

even improved ductility and ¡educed the tendency {or intergranular cracking.

An interesting effect of oxJ'gen lvas ¡evealed by Ogino and Yamasaki [52] rvho

investigated the influence o{ vacuum anrìealing on intergranular hydrogen embrittle-

ment of Ni. They observed a high susceptibility to intergranular hydrogen embrit-

tlement due to vacuum annealing compared to that annealed in dr5'hydrogen. The

deleterious effect of vacuum annealing t'as presumed to be due to the penetration

of oxygen along grain boundaries during ar.LneaJing.

In conclusion, although impurities have various intrinsic efects on grain bound-

ary strengths, they have to compete for the grain boundary sites among themselves.



Therefore, the ove¡all efiect on grain boundart embrittlement due to hydrogen must

be determined case by case.

2.2 Grain Boundary Diffusion

2.2.1- Grain Boundar¡' Structure

2.2.L.1, Grain Boundary Crystallography

A grain boundary is the region I'he¡e two ordered structures (i.e. the two

adjoining crystal lattices) meet, and therefore, it should also possess an ordered

structure. First, suppose trvo lattices (made up of diferent color) extend through-

out all of the space and coincide at an origin, and then let lattice 2 rotate around

tlie origin for certain angle. The trvo infinite, rigid, interpenetrating lattices form

the so-called dichromatic pattern [53]. The points of these two lattices coincide on

a superlattice wlúch is called the coincidence site lattice, CSL J54]. B¡' discarding

appropriate atoms from both sides of the desired graiu boundary plane, and aJlorving

the entire bicrystal system to relax, a boundar¡' is thus produced. Durilg the relax-

ation, atoms in the grain bouldary core u'ill adjust their positions. The final alomic

st¡uctu¡e of some particular grain boundaries (e.g. symmetric tilt boundaries) has

been obtained from atomistic calcul¿tions using the method of molecular statics

{55,56] which assumes tlie atoms interact via a pairrvise central force potential in

calculating the minimum energ5' configuratiol of the bicrystal ensemble.

The calculations have revealed that (1) the periodicity of the relaxed structure

is identical to the periodicity of the plane in the CSL parallel to the boundary plane;

(2) the core is relatively narrow) no more than a ferv atom distances in thickness;

(3) since it is impossible to pack atoms into a boundary region at the same high

densit¡' ¿s in the perfect crystal, excess volrrme inevitably exists i¡r the core rvith
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soDìe atoms in loose environmerÌts and others squeezed in one direction or another.

Horvever, the density of the core sttucture and the average number of near neighbors

surrounding each atom are only slightly lower than in the perfect cr¡'sf¿|.

2.2,L.2 Intrinsic Grain Boundarv Dislocations

There is considerable 
"ui¿"r,". 

thu,t bounda¡ies o{ relative short rvavelength peri-

odicit¡', rvhich are paralìel to relatively dense planes ofthe CSL, are often ol relatively

Iow energv compared $'ith more general boundaries rvith longer periodicities 157,58].

\4¡lien the crystal misorientation deviates from the special misorientation produc-

ing the dense CSL tite boundary can minimize its energ¡' by preserving patches of

the special lou'energl' boundar]' and introducing an arraJ¡ of grain boundarl' dislo-

cations, rvhich accommodates the differe¡rce iu misorientation between the special

miso¡ientation and tlie actual boundarl' misorientation. The result is a st¡ucture

consisting of an array of intrinsic grain boundary dislocations (IGBDs) embedded

in a boundary structure of relativell'lorv energy. Therefore, IGBDs are part of the

equilibrium structure of grain boundaries.

2.2.L.3 Extrinsic Grain Boundary Dislocations

Extrinsic grain boundary disìocations (EGBDs) a¡e ext¡a dislocations present

in the boundary as a result of the history of the specimen. Unlike IGBDs, they do

not act in a systematic \taJ¡ to accommodate the crystal misorientation.

EGBDs can be produced by the impingement and dissociation of lattice dis-

locations {59]. The Burgers vectors of perfect EGBDs are vectors of the so-called

DSC lattice and in ce¡tain special cases, partial EGBDs may also exist [60]. The

DSC lattice is formed b¡' all possible translation vectors that preserve the dichro-

11



natic pattern merìtioned above. For the simple cubic structure, DSC lattice is the

reciprocal laitice of the CSL [61j. An important featu¡e of nran], EGBDs s the r

association of a step in the boundary plane at the dislocation; such a step appears

n'heneve¡ the translational shift in the dichromatic pattern produced bv introducing

the dislocation has a non-zero component no¡mal to the boundary ptane f621.

2.2.1.4 Point Defects in Grain Boundary

Molecula¡ statics calculations of tlìe structure of. vacancies and inte¡stitials in

the cores of a variety of large-angle grain boundaries have been performed 163,641.

The relaxations around a point defect in a grain boundary depend upon the t¡,pe

of metal, the crystaJ misorientation, the grain boundar5' plane orientation, etc. In

metals represented by "hard" interatomic potentials, e.g. tungsteÌ, the vacancies

tend to produce more n'idely spread displacemelìts in the core, whereas for "soft,,

nretals, e.g. copper, the displacements are mote localized. The vacancy itselfremains

as a distinguishable point defect in the irregular core structure; its binding energy

to the core varies f¡om site to site iti a grain bouudar¡', generall5' being attractile.

An interstitial atom produces large out'rvard atomic dispiacements in its vicinity,

and its binding energies are generalìy considerably larger tlìan that for the t acancies.

The i¡rterstitial formation energies are approúmatel¡' 11s." as large than that fo¡

vacancies.

Tl.re¡e has bee¡r a considerable amount of experimental work that is generall¡.

consistent rvith the above calculated results. Direct obse¡vations of the intersection

of boundaries u'ith the free su¡faces in the field ion microscope confirmed that the

grain boundar¡' co¡e is quite narrorv [65]. Direct lattice imaging in the elect¡on

microscope for a tilt boundary in gold confirmed the main featu¡es of the calculated

12



grain boundar¡' core structure [66]

2.2.2 Fast Grain Boundan' Diffusion

It has been clearl¡' demonstrated that substitutional atoms difuse orders of

magnitude more rapidll'a1ong grain boundaries tha¡i the crystal lattice at temper-

alures appreciably belorv the melting point [67-69]. Fig.2.1 sìrorvs the difiusivity

spectrum {o¡ fcc metals deduced by Gjostein 167]. Ba1luffi [24] has concluded in a

most recent ¡eview that fast grain boundary difusion occurs b¡' a vacancy mecha-

nism in the vast majority of bou¡rda¡ies including sma"ll- and large-angle boundaries.

The atom jumping occurs by vacanc¡' exchange betrveen a variety of sites in the grain

boundarì'core.

The enhanced transport is due to the fact that both the formation and motional

components of the activation energy for diffusion a¡e smaller in grain boundaries

than in the latiice, rvhich has been confirmed b¡,experimeutal measurements. The

ratio ol trvo activation energies is found to be about 0.5 for the average high-angle

grail boundaries in random polycrystalline specimens and about 0.7 for special

boundaries including the cases of the epitaxial and textured films [70].

One obse¡vation worth noting is the anisotropy of difusivity in tilt boundaries:

the boundar¡' diffusion ¡ates in symmetric boundaries are usuall¡' faster along the

tilt axis than perpendicular to it. In the case of silver self difiusion along [001]

symmetric tilt boundaries, the ratio rvas obse¡ved to be high (> 10) for small tilt

angles [71]. This can be interpreted ou the basis of the structural unit model of

grain boundaries given above.
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2.2.3 Models of Grain Boundary Diffusion

2,2.3.1 Grain Boundarv Diffusion Kinetics

Prefe¡ential diffusion along fast difusion paths may give rise to several limiting

types o{ behavior. i¡r some of rvliich the kinetics of difusion remain, on a macroscopic

scale, in apparent agreement witli Fick'latv. These possible iypes of behavior have

been classified by Harrison [72] into three t5'pes of kinetics. As grain boundar¡,

difiusion can seldom be decoupled from the lattice, the difusing species is likely

to leak into the adjoining lattice. The extent of this leakage determines the typês

of these kineiics, o¡ in other rvords, tire extent to rvhich lattice difiusion influences

the materia.l transport along grain bounda¡ies determines the kinetic regime tvhich

prevails.

The th¡ee types of kinetics are shou'n in Fig.2.2 [73]. Type B can be considered

as tl.re general case, and types A and C a¡e two opposite limìting cases rvhich give

rise to simple overall kinetics. In a hypothetical model, a transition from type A

through B to C ma¡' be thought to occur when the mobility of diffusant in the

boundaries is irlcreased by orders of magnitude f¡om the bulk niobiliiy value. I¡r

practice, in any system in rvhich diffusion can be studied continuously from ver5,

sliort to ver¡'long times, the behavior ri'ill initial\'be type C, and will develop into

type B and ultimately type A.

Originally, all analyticai solutions regarding grain boundary diflusion r,vere pro-

posed for self difusion processes. Therefore, impurit¡' efects were not taken inlo

account. Gibbs [7a] rvas the fr¡st to incorporate the solute segregation factor s into

the analysis to deal rvith difusion of substitutional impurities. In most cases, this

does not cause any severe problem in mathematical derivations. Therefore, in the

follorving, s is added in the solutions without specific explanations.
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(o) A-KINETICS

(b) I -KTNETTCS

(c) C-KlNEflCS

Figure 2.2: Scher¡atic representation of three types of kinetics. Vertical lines in-
dicate grain boundaries, curved lines are isoconcentration contours. The difrusion
source coincides with the top horizontal litres.
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2.2.3.2 An Isolated Grain Boundar¡'

Grain boundary difusion measurements in bulk materials invariably involve

B-kinetics, *'here the analysis can be simplified to colsideri'g an isolated grain

boundar¡' as shou'n in Fig.2.3. This case has been dealt rvith and discussed b¡,several

¡esearche¡s [75-78]. whipple obtained an exact solution {or the concentration in the

laitice, C¡, for infinite source conditions rvhere

Ct=Ct*Cz. (2.1)

Here, C1 is the lattice concentration il.hich is due to the ordinary planar difrusion

in the lattice, that is

6: Coeúc(ql2)

and C2 is the contribution out from grain boundaries :

^ qCn ¡K d.o lt tr<-1. o-1.1
",: ffi J, fu""v|n'l+ø)x erfc lirli:A - ?)]

(2 2)

(2.3 )

The solution is rvritten in terms of reduced va¡iables u'hich are defined as follows:

'tl

' JDi.
fr-a' JDr,
nK - "s"Dt

^ (K - L)as

' JDú
(2.4)

Gilmer and Farrell [79] used Fourier-Laplace t¡ansforms to obtaiu following

solutions for finite thickness system and constant source conditions:

ct = r - I þ,#- "rn(p2, -1q) exp(- pl^-,)

t7

(2.5)



Figure 2.3: Isolated grain boundary diffusion model in the B-kinetics regime.



and
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L

t/Dú
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2rlo

(2.7)

2.2.3.3 Parallel Grain Boundaries

\\¡hen overlapping of the difusion frelds of the adjoining grains cannot be ig-

nored, solutions for isolated grains are not expected to account for the kinetic behar-

ior. The a'alysis has to consider the periodic bou'dar¡' arra'gement. The simplest

form is an array of parallel and equally spaced grain boundaries rvhich has been

solved b1' Gilmer and Farrell [26] for finite l]rickness system. Their model is sliown

in Fi9.2.4. They construct a solution given b¡'

(2.6)

(2.8 )c¡(æ,s,t)= 1 - Ë .4',-À"-(æ)i;( s)r., (t)

where the terms are chosen for reasons of symmetry as

Xn,,,.

1,'

.r

cos(a"- æ )

sin(B"s)

.xp[- D¡t(o'^," + g1)1 (2.e)

VaJues of B" are determined by the boundary condition at g - þ. Values of a.nnl carr

be obtained from the following t¡anscendental relationship obeyed at the coupling
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Figure 2.4: Geometric model of grain boundar¡' difusiou for parallel grain bound-
aries.
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interfaceæ=Ll2-a:

(K - t)P:- o',,,2 = (2a^*la)tan(a^-L).

Tlre constants An- car- be obtained from

O-_ _ -4Blsin(a^-Ll2)*aa","cos(a","L12)]
l,a"-{(t + 4aIL)[cos(a","LI2)], + [sin(a- LI2)]2]

wlrere, again, B is dete¡mined by the boundarl' condition at g : l¡.

(2.10)

(2. i 1)

It is wo¡th noting tliat ou}1' the simplest form of geometric periodicit5, of grain

boundaries rvas used in this model, rvhicli is reasonable for the case of grain boundar¡,

difiusion in thin fllms. \\¡hen grain size is i' tlie same o¡der or smalle¡ tha' the

thickness of the film, their geometric model is no longer suitable.

2.2.4 Conflicts Regarding Grain Boundary Diffusion of Hy-
drogen

Many researchers in this field consider that grain boundaries are fast difiu-

sion paths for hydrogen. calder et aì [80] obtained grain bou'dary diflusivities of

tritium in 304- and 316-stainless steel through di¡ect measurement of tritium concen-

tration profiles. Fisher's [75] and suzuoka's 176] models rvere used in their analysis.

Comparing rvith the bulk difusion coeficient obtained in the same materials [81]

they reported a verJ' high ratio of grain boundar5' diffusivity to lattice difusivity,

K : DelDt æ 108. Horvever, this has neve¡ been proven bv other experiments. not

even b¡' autoradiography tests performed by themselves.

Tsuru and Latanision [14] used the electrochemical permeation technique [16]

to investigate grai' boundary difusion of hydrogen in nickel and observed an almost

instant increase in the anodic cur¡ent which saturated in a ferv minutes well before

the ma-in t¡ansient staried. They attributed this first saturation to rapid grain
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boundarS' difusion and by simpl¡' cornparing two saturations a ff ratio of 60 was

derived. Lee et al l19l used the thermai anal¡'sls technique to obtain an indication

that also supports enhanced grain boundarv transport of hydrogen in nickel.

Contrar¡' to these observations, several attempts reported in the literature irave

failed to demonstrate an¡'efect o{ grain size on the measured difiusion coeficients

[82] or other related parameters i83,841, Further, Siderenko and Sidorak [85] reported

tliat tire grain boundary difusivity of hydrogen in nickel *'as smaller than that of

the lattice difiusivit¡'; i.e. K < 1. The activation energy for hydrogen difusion

along grain boundaries was higher than that in the lattice. Ilou,ever, they used an

over-simplified equation to calculate Dn:

D.a=DtioDs (2.r2)

u'here D.6 is the measured effective difiusivity and a is the volume percentage of

grain boundaries in the specimen. If segregation factor is taken into account, their

conclusion might be difierent. Nevertheless, their results suggest that hydrogen

difusion is not enhanced by grain boundaries. Therefore, it is seen that grain

boundary diffusion of hydrogen is one of tlie most controversial problems in hydrogen

embrittlement research.

2.3 Mechanisms of Hydrogen Embrittlement
2.3.L General Mechanisms

Hydrogen is a versatile embrittler. Hydrogen embrittlement can take piace ìn

many \rays, some of rvhich are understood quite well and appropriate mechanisms

have been established. For instance, hydrogen attack at higit temperatures has been

attributed to reactious which produce methane [86,87]. Hydrogen embrittlement in

certain materials sucli as Ti, Zr, Nb, etc. has been attributed to the formatio' of
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Table 2.1: Fugacit¡' -Pressure relationsliip for gaseous hydrogen at 2g8K (atm)

/ i 28.i 247 896 1860 3060 l 6880 12500 1.1x105 9.64x10" 13.0.xl0o
n 27.7 217 609 oa? 1315 I 1955 2510 5045 8130 | 9930

hydrides rvhich are brittle in nature [88-90]. Horvever, despite the great efiort made

in the past trvo decades, there has been no conserÌsus ot the mechanism in general.

In the follot'ing, onll'three major mechanisms are re.r'iet'ed rvhich, from the autho¡,s

point of vien', have received the most experimental support and rnay pla5' u tot. rt

manY cases.

2.3.1.1 Internal pressure theory

Originally proposed by Zapfe [91], this model states that supersaturated h¡-

drogen atoms precipitate as molecula¡ hydrogen gas in the microvoids or cracks and

at the interfaces betu'een nonmetallic inclusions and the matrix metal, exerting an

internal pressure rvhich lorvers the apparent fracture stress [g2].

According to Hirth [7], the equilibrium atomic fraction of hvdrogen in iron. d,

in hydrogen gas at a fugacit5' of / (in atm) is

C = 0.00185\Æexp(-3440/") (2.13)

with ? in K. At lorv pressures (< 200 atm), fugacitl'/ can be replaced by pressure p.

At 300 K aud 1atm, eqn.(2.13) gives C = 0.02 appm. Therefore, when the material

is supersaturated, say to 20 appm, Eqn.(2.f3) gives the corresponding hydrogen

fugacity of 106 atm. Using data listed in Table 2.1 [93], onefinds the internaì. pressure

of the precipitated h¡'drogen to be as high as over 8000 atm, suficient to create

blisters or cracks without external stress. Iloweve¡, crack propagation was observed

in dr¡' hydrogen at subatmospheric pressure 194], where gne cannot expect such a



degree of supersaturation. Tìre suggestion that moving dislocations can transport

hydrogen to the critical sites [95,96ì may ]relp extend this theorS,to be applicable to

hydrogen embrittlement in lorv fugacity hydrogen, but there has beer.L an argumenl

regardirlg horv large this efleci could be 197]. Recently, Latanisiou has concluded that

dislocation transport of hydrogen in Ni is limited by grai' boundaries. Therefore,

no apparent efect could be obse¡r'ed in polycrystalline specimens lg8,gg].

A critical question *'ith this model is that it can.ot explain the reversabilìty of

hydrogen embrittlement; i.e., the recovery of mechanical properties after degassing

of hydrogen, which is a comlnon feature in man¡, cases.

2,3.1,.2 The Decohesion Theory

This nodel was proposed in the mid-fifties b.r,Troiano 1100,101] and developed

further b¡' oriani [36,1021. The idea is that hydrogen dissoìved in a steel co'centrates

in regions of positive hydrostatic component of stress, weakening the cohesive force

betn'een metal atoms, permitting the nucleation of a microcrack rvithin the plastic

enclave. The crack propagates only *'hen the local tensile stress just equals the

local maximum cohesive strength per unit a¡ea as reduced by the local hydrogen

concentration.

The decohesion model has a degree of semi-quantitative success in describing

the static phenome'a of hydrogen embrittlement of high strengih steeis and has

been extended to low strength steels by oriani. However. the¡e has been no di¡ect

experimental evidence for hydrogen induced decohesion. It ìs extreml¡' dificult to

devise a feasible experiment to measure the cohesive force between metal atoms in

the presence of large amount of dissolved hydrogen.

Theoretical calculations using atomisfic computer simulation and a quantum
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mechanical approach h¿r'e been made recentl¡', rvhich suggest that dissolved irydro-

gen does dec¡ease the fo¡ce resisting the co-linear separation of metal atoms, so that

the basic postulate of the decohesion model is supported bl' theo¡), 1103,104].

2.3.1.3 The Localized Slip Theory

Beachem [105] proposed the idea that hydrogen lowers the *,ork required for

f¡acture b¡'enhancing slip in 1972. He suggested that the hydrogen concentrated by

the st¡ess field of the crack facilitates se'ere, locaJized crack tip deformation; i.e.,

hydrogen embrittlement is a phenomenon that is b¡ittle in mac¡o-scale but plastic

il micro-scale. This idea rvas resisted for a long time, but nov, has been widel¡'

accepted orring to some unambiguous experimental support.

Lynch 1106] noted ver¡' small (< 0.1pm) dimples on u'hat have been called clea.r-

age surfaces. Birnbaumet al 1107,108] strained thin nickel foils rvithin a high-voltage

transmissìon electro¡r microscope filled rl'ith lou'pressure hydrogen and obse¡ved the

crack tip in szfu. They reported di¡ect observations of a highly localized rupture

mechanism along active slip planes.

Lynch has detailed this mechanism recentl¡' lfOO], s'hich is shou,n in Fig.2.5.

In the ductile crack growth, the egress of dislocatìons nucleated from near-crack-tip

sources (A), which are exactly on slip planes intersecting crack tips, produces an

inc¡ement of crack advance, óa. But dislocations fiom sources (B) and (C) pro-

duce only opening o¡ contribute to the geueral strain ahead of cracks; i.e., most

dislocations produce crack bìunting rather than crack grou,th. Ilorvever, rvhen hy-

drogeu atoms are abso¡bed between the firsi few atomic layers, they r.r'ill weaken

inte¡atomic bonds there and thereb¡' facilitate the shear movement of atoms right

at the ðrack tip. Therefore, dislocation nucleation is limited to this smalì region.
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All dislocatious injected rvould produce an i'c¡eme't of crack advance through an

alternate-s1ip rnechanism. conseque'tly, less blunting occurs at the crack tip, strains

ahead of c¡ack are lou'er, and voids a¡e formed onl¡,just ahead of the crack. This

explains the observation of small and shallori' dimples on fracture surfaces.

It has been realized by more and more lesearche¡s that the decohesion model

and localized slip model ma]' not be as competitive as the¡' look, but rather com-

plementary. Oriani [9] argued that the two models may both manifest a someu,hat

diffe¡ent aspect of the same distu¡bance of the metal-metal bond caused b¡,hydro-

gen. If the strength of the atomic bond is ¡educed by hydrogen, both cleavage and

slip may be enhanced. This, from the autlior's point of view, might be proven b¡,

future investigations to be the common ground of aJl of the abo'e three mechanisms.

2.3.2 Mechanisms for Intergranular Cracking

Since the hydrogen decohesion theory *'as put forward in the early days of

hydrogen emb¡ittleme't research, and also since it had been well documented that

grain boundaries are fast difusion paths in metals and alloys, the mechanism of

hydrogen induced intergranular cracking seemed to be quite straight forward. Horv-

e'er, as the localized slip model of hydrogen embrittlenrent becomes more and more

popular, some researchers started re-thinking the mechanism of hydrogen iuduced

inlergranular cracking.

Birnbaum et al [108] investigated irydrogen induced intergranular cracking in

Fe, Ni, and IN 903 alloy. Contrary to the generally accepted concepts of hydrogeu

reiated iutergranular f¡actu¡e rvhich assume that the fracture occurs in the grain

boundary, they observed that the hydrogen related intergranular fracture in these

materials occurs in the vicinity of but not in the grain boundary, being a result of

highly localized plastic fracture along slip planes which are acti'e in the vicinity
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o{ the boundar¡'. Tìrey proposed that the esseltiai diference betrveer intergranular

and transgranular fracture modes in hydrogen embrittlement of these svstems is in

the localization of the hydrogen. Intergranular f¡acture is observed if the h-vdrogen

concentration at the grain boundary is higher than at other places in the solid.

Lee and Latanision [109] studied hydrogen induced intergranular cracking and

the impurity efects in Ni. They proposed a model as shown in Fig.2.6, in u,hich

tlie detrimental efect of impurity segregation is attributed to the enha'ced entry

o{ hydrogen at grain boundary interseclions with the f¡ee su¡face. According to

this idea, as rvell as Birnbaum's 1108], the reason fo¡ intergranular fracture in the

presence of liydrogen is that hydrogen enters the metal along graiu boundaries,

rvhicli are the loci of the segregated impurities. As pointed out by Morgan and

I\{cl{ahon [110]. their model implies that (1) grain boundaries are fast difusion

paths for hydrogen, and (2) the difusing hydrogen remains in the grain boundaries

and is not dispersed into the grain interiors. Therefore, whethe¡ hydrogen difuses

more rapidl¡' along grain boundaries becomes an essential issue in understanding

the mechanism of hydrogen induced intergranular fracture.
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Chapter 3

Theoretical Modeling of Grain
Boundary Diffusion

S.L Geometric Grain Boundary Model

Co¡rsider a thi¡ raembrane of polvcrystalline netal rvith uniform grain size

and initiall¡'{ree from hydrogen. Tlie effect o{ those grain boundaries parallel to the

membrane is neglected. Considering that the volume fraction of grain boundaries

is small in most cases, this assumption is reasonable as long as the binding energy

is not too high. This is true at least in tlie nickel-hydrogen system. Secondly, we

assume all grain boundaries are perpendicular to the surface of the memb¡ane. This

means that the membrane is composed of hexagonal prisms as sho.w,n in Figure 3.1.

Each of these grain boundar¡' planes is a plane of mirror symmetry; tlierefore, there

rvill be no net exchange between an5'particular grain and its neighbors. The problem

of determining the concent¡ation in the aggregate is then reduced to determining the

concentration of one grain. To facilitate calculation, the hexagonal grain boundar¡,

segments are repiaced by a tubular cylir.rder witli a thickness equivalent to the grain

boundary width as shown in Figure 3.2. The central ¡adius of this equivalent tube

is defined as Lf2 w\erc.L is the average grain size.



Figure 3.1: Grain boundary aggregate. A1l grain boundaries are assumed perpen-
dicuiar to the free surface of the membrane, i.e., into the paper. Those paraliel to
the surface are neglected.



'central plane of
grain boundary tube

Figure 3.2: The equivalent grain boundary tube. z di¡ection is into the paper
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hr the grain boundar¡', the concentration C, satisfles

and ivithin the grain

n -z ¡, -Ôcn"ev "e-E

Drç2C,=Ú.
dt

^ 7^
vt = -u^-.sv

- ôCt ôC-
DI ô;=Ds a;

It is further assumed that the equilibrium distribution of hvdrooen in the lattice

and grain boundaries follorvs the Boltzmann statistics; therefore, the boundar], con-

ditions at p: Ll2-aarc

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3 )

(3.4)

n'here s is the segregation factor rvhicit is determined by ttre binding energy, E6

s = exp(E¿lå?). (3.5 )

since the grai' boundary x'idth is small compared rvith the grai' diameter even

in microcrystalline material, the local cu¡vature should be small. In other .w,ords,

the trvo inte¡faces of a small segment o{ grain boundary can be considered to be

straight and parallei. Therefore, it can be assumed that the central plane of the

equivalent grain boundar¡' tube at p: Ll2 is a plane of mir¡or symmetry for Cr;

i.e.

c n - c(Ð þ, t) + @-{l c¿,t 1", t¡ (3.6)

which is similar to \4¡hipple's approximation. [77]

Substituting into eqns.(3.1), (3.8) and (4.4) and using eqn.(3.2) one can find a

single boundary condition which must be satisfied b5'Q at p - Ll2 - a, i.e., at tl.re

interface between grain ilterior and grain boundary itself



o,t#*lr,-#,#t=ø -,tT (sz)

In the above derivations, the terms of orde¡ a2 and higlier have been neglected.

3,2 Case 1: Permeation Test

During a permeation test, the boundary conditions for the z di¡ection are

Ctl"=o : Co

Ctl,=n : 0

rvhere å, is the memb¡ane thickness, C¡ the concentration at the input surface.

Follorvi'g the standard procedures of sol'ing partial difere'tial equations one

can flnd C¡ to have the following form wlúch satisfies the boundary condition ex-

pressed b5' eqn.(3.7):

(3.8)

(3 e)

(3.10)

where Jo and I are Bessel functions of ze¡o and first order, respecti.r,ely. Substi-

tuting into eqn.(3.7) gives

ct = co{l-í*Ë ie^ t4^.^¿'h
î=t 7n=l

. nnf z ^ n2r2x srn -7- exp[-/¡f(a"-'+ 
" 

)J]

åå^- i{o -,)r,{"" ^, *ffv"@^^r,tz)

_,n 72Jo(an p) L -, ôJ¡(a" p)l ,Z 1 .,ì*"n ôp, lr_,* 
un ap lr_"lZ- ""xll
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. n1fz ^ n2 zr2x s1n -å- expl- Dtt(onn¿ + À] )J : 0 (3.11)

This is true only rvhen the content in { } equals zero, i.e.,

(K - I)D¡(a^,'+ff)n{^. 112) + o,UP|,"
^ ôJ¡(o^,.p)l ,2 I

-un -- ôl- lt_",¡ - ,*) -- 0. (3.12)

Using the properties of Bessel functions

d,J o( æ\

-È- = -t,(r) (3.13)

and

t,(,) -"t:') - roþ) =o (s.14)

rve obtain tl.re equation rvhich must be satisfied by o"_

[o^*' - (x - ltl: v^( a-- t, tr\ * on 
r.) * )ro\a^ t'12) * 

-Jt(a" 
Ll2) = 0. (3.15)

The initial condition is

ctlt=o:O. (9.16)

Substituting into eqn. (3.10) vields

! f .a"-J.(..-p)sinff: -tt- "lÐ (8.12)
r¿=1m=1

which implies

î o^^t"(o^, 0): -: (3.r8)Et nr
Multiplying wifh. Js(a" .p)p and integrating from p=Q to Lf2 - a gives

Á _ -8[J{a"",L12) + asa" Jo(a^ 1,¡2¡1
. \U.I¿'nrla.,"{(7 t ff)fJs(a" Llz)1, + lJ1(a" Ll2)lz ¡
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It should be pointed out that the eigenfunctions o,.-and d^m. al.e not orthog-

onal. The derivation of eqn.(3.19) is mo¡e involved than orthogonal conditions.

3.2.7 Calculating the Permeation Current

The density of the permeation current, i¿"¿"¡, equais the total current through

an indit'idual grain divided by the total a¡ea of the grain. Tltus, it can be expressed

as

(3.20)

t'here d and 19 are the permeation currents through the grain interior and grain

boundaries, respectively.

For each grain, we have

It -- FDt Io"''-" ,n 
Tt1"_^oo, (3.21)

(3.22)

boundar¡' width is small,

from eqn.(3.3) it can be

and

where ,F is the Faraday constant.

Q changes little across the grain

approximated that

I,: FD, l:/:,'_"r" 
u#1,_^ooo

Again, since the grain

boundary. Therefore,
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qcni 7crl
ô, l,=n 

- ' ôt lo="1r-'",,=n

Substituting into eqn.(3.22) yields

t, = o,nnOrll
"- | p=Ll2_a,z=h

ths =

using eqn'(3.10), one obtains the flnaj form of the total permeatio' culrent densit5,:

. 4FDtCo,7 . rrf _Ë $¡_'1",Jr(o"_i/rlxtorat : -tn-I¡+t- L L,\-t)"i-';;t-:!-asKJ¡(a., Ll2)l

"T o^* exp{- D¡t(a^ 2 + +)l} (3.25)

3,2.2 Calculating the Lag Time

In the literature, the time lag method has been l'idell, used to determine the

diffusion coefficient from a permeation test. The total amount of difiusing substance,

Q, which has passed through the nembrane in time I can be obtained by integrating

i¿o¿o¡ *'ith respect to f. The lag-tirne is, b¡.definiiion, obtainable from the equation

Ql,-* = o (3.26)

Fo¡ lattice diffusion, we have [111]

lL2

6D,

(3.23)

(3.24)

(3.27)



The solution becomes more complicated i{ grai' boundary enhanced tra'sport is

takel into account. According to eqn.(3.26), one can derive

¿,-- = Ë Ç ¡_1y 4n*A. ÍrÁHD + asx ¡o(a^ tlz)t /, oo\"Las -./¿ ¿-\ ') rn.t^ z l!¡il F ló.ZòJ,l=lm=r t¿ L.'I \<\¡m- - æ ) r_=:

This can be further simplified by using eqn.(3.15) to eliminate the .4,,*,s

,, - S S (-1)"32å'z[¿(a","L12)+asa^,.Js(o,,*Ll2)]2
"^'- kk,

(3.2e)

S.3 Case 2: Penetration Test

\\¡he' hydrogen is charged irrto the membrane from both sides, the boundarS,

conditions fo¡ the z direction are

ôc,l
A,l : 0 (3.30)
"- I z=6¡2

Ctl"=o = Ctl,=¡ = Co. (3.8i)

rvhere again å, is the membrane thickness, c¡ the concentration at the input surface.

A similar procedure gives

ct: co{l. Ë Ë. A^ Js(a^ p)"in@--Ð""
n=1 m=]

xexp[-D¿ú(o,,-, +QffI|nl (t.s2)
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Substituting into eqn.(3.7) gives the follorving equation from rvhich o,"-,s can be

calculated:

lr- _ 1\2*2
1"" , - (K - t)!:::---:)-" lJo(o" Ll2) _ YJ,(o^ Ll2) = 0. (3.83)

The initial condition requires that

i i a.-"t 1""-p)sin "n;""" = -, (8.84)
n=1 m=1

indicating

T,,e^ ¡o("^, p)= -.a^:T;. (3.35)

I\{ultiplying *itt' J.(."-.;; and integratins r;';=;'r" L/2 - a sives

,t _ -16[J1(a"^Ll2)-r asa,' Js(o^^Ll2)l
(2n - I)rLa^ {(r - f )[J6(a","L12)], - lJía" Lli)lr] \ù uu,

I{ rve assume that rvhe' hydrogen conce'tration in gra.in boundaries reaches a

critical value, cj, the fracture mode rvill change to intergranuìar, then the penetra-

tion depth of this intergranular cracking, 2", can be numericall¡, calculated from

cã: sco{l* Ë Ë A^^Js(a^, 112)"l@-þa
n=l îL =l

xexpl-D¡ú(a*-,*Qllty¡. (s.sz)
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Chapter 4

Theoretical Results and
Discussion

4.1 Permeation Curves

The FORTRÄN programs used in the follorving calculations are listed in Ap-

pendix A. All results rvere obtai'ed on an Amdahl system at the computer ce'ter,

Universit¡'of i\{auitoba. A data bank for Bessel functions is needed.

4.L.7 Comparison with Literature Data

Since predicted permeation cur.r'es are based on eqn.(3.10), it is necessary

to verify this equatio' befo¡e discussion of the permeation curves. The present

model should be able to accommodate the case of a si'gle isolated grain boundary

in a semi-infinite system; i.e., Whipple's model [ZZ]. In this case, /D1T is smal

compared to the grain size and the membrane thickness. Therefore, the boutdary

condition a1 z = À is inconsequential and there should be no interaction with

adjacent grain boundaries. lVhipple has calculated this situation for K >> 1. Some

calculated results of the present model are compared rvitli the results of ü¡hipple in

Figure 4.1. It can be seen that all data points (circles) ca.lculated from eqn.(3.10)



ClCo = s.2

Pl'/D't

Figure 4.1: Comparison of the present theory with that of Whipple [72] for K = 106
and S: 1. The circles are calculaled from eqn.(3.10) fo¡ 1( x S = 106. The sotid
curves are Whipple's resuits.



fall on \4rhipple's cur'es. This not on15' verifles eqn.(3.10) but also suggests that

whipple's model ca'be considered a special case ofthe present model. It is the¡efore

concluded that tÌre present model can be used in cases rvhere.I( >> 1.

Some predicted cu¡ves calculated by computer from eqn.(3.25) for several K
values are shorvn in Figure 4.2. As a check, the cur'e Íot K : 1 rvas obtained

both from eqn.(3.25) and that for lattice difusion 111il. The trvo curves we¡e found

exactly coincident. This indicates the validitv of the present solution in cases where

K is smail. Therefore, the present model can be used fo¡ a iarge range of K ratio.

It is i'teresting to frnd from the computer calculated ¡esults that aithough the

memb¡ane thickness appears in eqn.(3.15) rvliile the lattice difiusi'ity a'd the time

do 'ot, the configuration of a permeation curve does not change with the value

o1 D¡ ot å if the permeation flux is normaiized by its stead¡, 5¿¿1s value and the

time ¡educed to D¡tfh2. This is jusl iike in the case of con'entio'al bulk difiusion.

Therefore, all calculation results are sho'r¡'n in no¡malized fl.ux ¡,s ¡educed time.

Nevertheless, data used in the calcu,lation are also shorvn in the figures.

4.1..2 Effect of K Ratio

As shotv'in Figure 4.2, a higher If .r'alue shifts the normalized permeation

curve to the ieft. On the other hand, from eqn.(3.25), when ú --+ oo , i.e. at the

steady state,

, F DtCo ., 4asK -x¿= L¿oi,'rtt-æ = å tr-- L ) (4.1)

we note ihat the first term of the right hand side is the contribution of the lattice

and the second that of the grain boundaries. Therefore, a higher K value also ¡aises
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the curve as shotvn in Figure 4.3. Horvever, since a is very small, this efect can

be seen onl"v when s/-L is sufficientl¡' large, In Ni, s is in the order of 100 at room

temperature. If grain size is 10¡-lm, only when grain boundary transport is dominant

(K > 40) can one expect a detectable increase in i,.

On the other hand, it should be emphasized here that one has to be cautious

to conclude a high K ratio just because a higher i" is observed in fine grained

memb¡anes. As revealed by eqn.(4.1), the segregation factor contributes to io exactly

the same as the K ¡atio does. Therefore, the efect of the segregation factor should

be distinguished from that o{ the ¡atio of the two difusivities l'hen experimental

results are anaìyzed.

4.L.3 Effect of Segregation Factor s

An advantage of the present model ove¡ \\¡hipple's model is that it takes the

segregation factor into account. When the grain boundary concentration approaches

saturation, the equilibrium state shoul.d be expressed ivith a Fermi-Di¡ac distribu-

tion. Hou'ever, this rvill make the difusion equations nonlinear. Therefore, the

Boltzrnann equation was used in this study. For hydrogen diffusion in nickel, the

binding energy of hvdrogen in the grain boundary is relatively small, being sug-

gested as 11.6 kJ/mol [f3], so if the surface concentration on the incoming side is

not too high, a Boltzmann distribution is a fair approximation.

From eqn.(4.1) and Figure 4.4, it can be seen that a higher ¡ r'alue has similar

effects as a higher K; i.e. raising the permeation cu¡ves and shifting them to the

left. From eqn.(3.10), however, it is apparent that changes in s and ff a¡e not

necessarily iineariy proportiona,l. This can also be seen f¡om Fig.4.1. The calculated

concentration profiles using the values of K - 10á and S - 100 or the values
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ol K = 106 and ,9 = I are exactly identical; i.e., the concentration contours ale

deterrni'ed by the product of the sègregation factor and the value of the K ratio, a

dec¡ease in K can be compensated b¡'an increase in tire segregation factor. Horvever,

this is true onlr' rvhen grain boundar¡' diffusion is dominant; i.e., 1l is no less than

103. \4¡hen K is srnaìI, an increase i. the segregatio' factor cannot compensate a

decrease in ff. This is quite apparert si'ce rvhen 1{ approaches unity, the difusion

process in the lattice can be treated as independent of that in grain boundaries and

the problem simpi¡' reduces to lattice diffusio'. Even in that case, as long as s/Z

is sufüciently large, one still expects to see a larger i, i. fine grained membranes.

That is, a higher i, rvithout a notable shift to the left in the ¡eco¡ded permeation

curve must be a result of the segregation efrecl.

4.1.4 Effect of Grain Boundary Width

Throughout the deriv¿tious in chapter 3, it is noted ttrat the half grain bound-

ar¡, rvidth, ø, alt'avs occurs *'ith the segregation factor, s; therefore, they ha'e ex-

actly the same efect; i.e. a higher value of s has the same efect as a u,ider grain

boundar¡'. Thus, the cur'e on tile left i' Fig.4.4 can be considered as similar to the

case rvith the same segregation facto¡ as the curve on the rigirt but rvith a grain

boundary width about 30 times greater.

4.L.5 The Break-through Time

There seems to be confusion in the literature regarding the break-through

time. 85' definition, the break-through time is the intersection of the tangent at the

inflection point on the anodic current with its original background lever [1?]. For

bulk difusion with constant input conce'tration, the break-through timeJ rò) can be
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shox'n to be

since the permeation curve has an s-shape, ú6 is ahva-vs greater than actual break-

through time, ú", rvhicli is the point when the perrneation flux becomes deiectable

by the monitori.g system and can be deri¡.ed mathematicaJly as follo*s. The total

diffusing substance Q which has passed through the mernbrane in time f is

¿¡ = 0.05074-Dt

Q Dtt 1 2 å (-1)" .-n2r2D,L.
LCt= n' - 6- il à'--;- 

t*P(-- l,¡. )

Lef Q :0, rve haye

, _h',I 2 å (-1)" ,-n2rzD¡to,.,"= O,rU- 
",, L-exp(-- 

"r),.
This equation can be solved b¡' iteration rvhich yields

t" = o.o2os 
Dtt

(4.2)

(4 3)

(4.4)

(4.5)

It is clea¡ that in the experiment, the measured actual break-through time depends

on the detecti'g sensiti'ity of the monitor. Repeating the same procedure with

diferent sensiti'ities, the constant i. eqn.(4.5) rvas found to be 0.0228 and 0.02g4

for detecting sensitivities of 0.01% and 0.1%, respectivel¡,. Thus, t" is subsiantially

smaller than ú6 for common monitoring techniques. Some ¡esearchers 114,27] appear

to have neglected this fact and used 16 instead of lo as a c¡iterion to determine if
hl'drog.n atoms have reached the dotvnstream surface via iattice difusion.

For the case of enhanced transport by gra.in boundaries, the actual break-

through time, úo", will be greatly reduced from tl.Lat fo¡ lattice difusion aro'e. since
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there is no simple equation for 16 in the present modei, several .R ratios are calculated

and listed in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 rvhere

It cau be see' that a high K ratio or a large binding e'erg5, combined rvith a small

gra.in size results in a single break-through time rvhich could be a small fraction o{

that for latiice difiusion. Ttris is also sìro*'n in Figure 4.s for a grain size of 10pm.

O.e can see that the larger the product of s and .If, the more left the predicted

curves. same is true fo¡ coarser grained mernbranes. However, rvhen grain size is

smaller, i.e. 1¡rm, K has a stronger efect on lon than s does. Fo¡ example, f"n is

about half (R=0.0508) for K:100 and s:114 of that (R:0.112ð) for K=10 and

s =3493.

4.7,6 Time Lag Method for Measuring the Diffusion Co-
efficient

As sholn in Chapter 3, there is no simple equation for ú¡o, for the case of

enhanced tra'sport b¡'grain boundaries. Howe'er, from eqn.(3.2g) one can rvrite

(4.7)

(4.6)

tr", = p;

rvhere

o - S S ?1)"321h(a" Llz) + asa.^Jo(a"",L12)1'z /,, o\' 
?=, ^?, 

(L - AasK)nzzr2an 2[(L + aas)fi(a, Ll2) + Lü(%^Ll2t] \='.,,,

Several B values are calculated and sirorvn in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4. Again, it '
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Table 4.1: Calculated -R ratios of
hanced grain boundary transport.
11.6 kJ/mol.

actual breakth¡ouglÌ time to that .rvithout en-
Detecting sensitivity is 0.1%. Binding energ¡, is

Table 4.2: Calculated -R ratios of
hanced grain boundary transport.
20 kJ/mol.

actual breakth¡ough time to that u'ithout en-
Deteciing sensitivity is 0.1%. Binding energy is

L(p ) K:7 K -10 K :20 K =40 1l = 100
1 1.0000 u.1125 0.0566 0.0284 0.0113

10 1.0000 0.1893 0.0899 0.0402 0.0138
30 I.0000 0.2435 0.1041 0.0431 0.0742

100 1.0000 0.2943 0.1165 0.0455 0.0147

Table 4.3: calculated B values fo¡ various K ratios and grain sizes. Binding energy
is 11.6 kJ/mol (s : 114).

pm) Á:t K=10 K =20 K =40 = 100
0.1 1.0000 0.13 78 0.0706 0.0355 0.0144
1.0 1.0000 0.2211 0.1207 0.0508
10 1.0000 0.8310 0.6934 0.5i07 0.2640

100 1.0000 0.9773 0.9450 0.8587 0.5545
1000 1.0000 0.9983 0.9934 u.9 tð9 0.8669

L (pm) K:7 K =10 K =20 K=40 K=100 K :10"
0.1 u. t tltr / 0.0230 0.0118 0.0059 0.0024 0.0167
1.0 0.1667 0.0625 0.0369 0.0203 0.0086 0.0188
IO 0.1667 0.1389 0.7172 0.0893 0.0521 0.0355

100 0.1667 0.1633 0.1598 0.1531 0.1361 0.1050
1000 0.1667 0.1663 0.1659 0.1652 0.1630 0.1568

+ Ea:20 kJ lmol
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+ Eø = 20K J lmol

t x 103 sec.

Figure 4.5: Early stage of permeation curves shorvn in Figure 4.2

Table 4.4: Calculated B vaiues for K:0 rvith dille¡ent grain size and binding energy.

D¿ (KJ/mol) L - O.Ipm .L:1.0¿m .L = 10¿m tr = 100¿m

11.6 0.5451 0.2045 0.1705 0.1670

20.0 70.86 i.331 0.2831 0.1782



calì be seerì that rvhen grain size is as smail as 1¡zm, r{ has a stro'ger efect on the

lag-time than the segregation faclor does. It should be noted that /l has bee'set

at ze¡o i. Table 4.4. This does not mean that Dn is zero, i. rvhich case tire problem

reduces to tha't of bulk difusion alone. The zero value of ff implies that D" is
ma'y orders of mag'itude smaller than D¡, u'liere grai' bou'daries have become

saturable traps for hydrogen. As can be seen fron Table 4.4, if tire binding energv

is high, grain bou'daries ca' greatl5' retard h¡rdrogen transport in the material in

fine grained specimens (< 10¡zm). Horve'er, for the Ni-H system, this efiect rvill not

be observed in the ordinary range of grain sizes (> 1¡r-).

Eqn.(3.29) can a.lso be u'ritten

h2

""s - 6D.ç (4.e)

u'here

D"n : (4.10)

Therefore, if one uses the time lag method to determine tjre difusio¡r coeficient

u'here grain boundary enhanced transport does occur, the measured diffusion coef-

ficient, D.6, rvill be larger than the iattice difusion coefficient since 6p < 1. ob'i-
ously, tlre upperbou.d on 116B is set by the value of K. It is seen from Table 4.8

tlrat wlren K : I0, tr:|.lpm, and .Ð¡:20 kJ/mol, Il6p = K. i.e., C-kinetics has

been reached (see section 2.2.3.1).

It is noted that Tables 4.1 and 4.3 are identical except fo¡ a constant

factor of 6; i.e., multiplying a figure in Table 4.8 by 6 yieids the number at the

corresponding location in Table 4.1. Further calculations have confi¡med that this

is not a special exception. In other ivords, i{ the detecting sensitivity used to obtain

1_
6p' u''



Table 4.1 is changed to some other value, results will be the same. This implies

that all calculated curves in Fig.4.2 are similar curves. This seens to suggest that,

in o¡der to reveal so-called fast grain boundary transport, it is not more heipful to

detect earl¡' stages of a permeation test than to simpl5, flnd the lag-time. Horvever,

since the absolute value of i" also increases rvith lf, a higher detecting sensitivit¡,

results in an earlier observation of tlie breakthrough, rvhich is beneflcial for revealing

grain boundary transport.

It is inconvenient to use eqn.(3.29) to obtain ú¿"r. Substitutiug into eqn.(8.2b)

and using eqn.(3.26) yieÌds ihe follorvi'g equation fo¡ severa.l sets of parameters as

shorvn in Table 4.5:

irorotlr=r,"0 li" = 0.6L6 (4.11)

Thus, no matte¡ rvhat role grain bounda¡ies may play in enhancing trre mass trans-

port of hydrogen, the lag-time ca' always be obtained by noting the time at which

the permeation flux is 0.616 times the steady state value.

4.1,7 Maximum Grain Size to Reveal Grain Boundary Tbans-
port

One of the primary objectives of the present study 
'r,as 

to determine the max_

imum grai' size above which the effect of grain boundaries o. the difrusion process

cannot be detected i. conventiona"l experiments. A set of curves for difrerent grain

sizes are show' in Figure 4.6. since K is not expected to be large for the case of

interstitial lattice difiusion, -L has to be quite small if enhanced transport of hydro-

gen by grain bounda¡ies is to be detected. Fo¡ the case of nickel, the grain size has

to be as small as 10¡rm. In such de¡ivatio's we have used a rather small bi'ding en-



Table 4.5: Calculated permeation ¡ates at lag-time. Binding energy is 11.6l(J/mol

L ( um\ l(:I tf=lU I{ -- 20 I{ :40 l( = 100 .Il : 10-
0.6168 0.6168 0.6168 0.6166 0.6164 0.6 i 68

10 0.6168 0.6167 0.6167 0.6164 0.6155 0.6153
100 0.6168 0.6167 0.6165 0.6i62 0.6i43 0.6102

1000 0.6168 0.6167 0.6166 0.6166 0.6164 0.6149

* E6-20I{J lmol
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Figure 4.6: Normalized permeation ¡ate vs reduced time fo¡ various grain sizes

Dt = 7.5 x l0-ro cmz f s

& = l7.6KJlmol, T = 295K
s=114,K=40,h=80p.m
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ergr (11.6 kJ/mol) and assumed the narrorvest grain boundar¡, rvidth (5 x 10-10 m).

Howe'er. in the literature a higher value fo¡ the binding energy of hydrogen in grain

boundaries is sometimes suggesled [7], as is a greater grain boundary ï,idth [13].

This rvould make the enilanced trausport of hydroge' by grai' boundaries more

apparent and thus easier to detect. The¡efore, we conclude that a grain size of

10¡rm in most metal-hydrogen svstems is capable of revealing enha¡rced transport

of hydrogen b¡' grain bou'daries if grain boundaries are indeed fast difusion paths.

This conclusio' explains rvhy some researchers found no grain size efrect on mea-

sured difusivities since grai. sizes used in their l'o¡k r¡,ere of the o¡der of 100 ¡rm

[82-84]. Also, for those in'estigations i' s'hich grain bou'dary enhanced transport

is reported [14,20,77], the value of 1l rvould have to be very large (K >> 40, Fig.a.6)

u'hich is questionable u'here ìattice diflusion occurs interstitiaì11,.

4.1.8 Early Stages of the Tbansient

Figure 4.7 shows the ¡eìati'e contributions of grain boundarv and lattice diffusion

for fi'e grained nickel. It is clear that for this case, the grain boundaries play

a relati'ely more importa't ¡ole than the lattice at all stages. In the 'e¡y early

stages, the grain boundary contributio'is more significant than i' the later stages.

This is due to tlie fact that the first breakthrough occurs at the grain boundary

areas and then spreads to grain interio¡ areas on the dorvnstream su¡face. It is seen

that the relati'e contribution of grain boundaries has become constant well befo¡e

the steady state is established. Thus, a high ff value will'ot result in an early

satu¡ation o{ permeation flux entirely from grain bouudaries as reported by Tsuru

et al 114]. That situation is possible on-ly rvhen grain boundary and 1attice difiusion

plocesses are totally independent, or in other words, where there is no leakage from
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Figure 4.7: Normalized permeation rates from grai' boundary areas and the
grain interiors lor I( = 100 where grain boundary transport becomes dominant.
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grain boundaries to grain ilteriors. In realit¡', ho*,ever, there must be some kind of

partitioning even if the equilibrium state could not be established.

4.2 Penetration Curves

The penetration depth of the critical concentration for grain bou'daries to

fracture can be revealed experimentall¡' b5' the neasurement of intergranular crack-

ing depth in membranes fractured at lov' temperature to avoid ¡edistribution of

hydrogen. In order to reveal fast transport by grain boundaries, the experiment is

usually performed under such conditions that [ZZ]

(K - 7\a¿+ >> 1.0.
\/DIt

(4.12)

The abo'e equation means that the time should be small since K is not expected

to be large for the case of hydrogen difiusion rvitere D¡ is large. I{ou,ever, a small

time nr.eans that a iarge experimental error ca.u. be involved. This may well be the

reason that Bi¡nbaum's data g'ere uureliable.

The calculated penetration cur'es using the neu, model are show'in Fig.4.g

and Fig.4.9 for trvo grain sizes, $'here C; : O.Z,l¿=0.02 cm, D¿:2.[¡]Q-ro smzr-r,

and Ð6 = 11.6 kJ/mol. It is seen that the time fo¡ the center of a membraue to

fracture intergranularl5' is al.so sensitive to the value of rf ratio especially for flne

grained specimens. If grain boundaries pla¡' a key role in the transport of hydrogen,

complete intergranular cracking will be observed after a chargi'g period significantly

shorter (curve 3) than required by lattice diffusion alo'e (curve l). Therefore, the

theoretical calculations have revealed a means to detect the enhanced transport of

hydrogen b¡' grain boundaries in which large experime'tal errors can be a'oided.
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Figure 4.8: Calculated penetration curves. Grain size 50pm. Curve 1 represents the
lattice diffusion. The contribution from the grain boundaries is 50% for curve 2 and
>99% for cu¡ve 3.
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Chapter 5

Modification of the Silver
Decoration Technique

5.1 Introduction

Great efort has been made in developing 'e*, techniques that rviil pro'ide

more direct and informative results and thus lead to a better understanding of the

mechanism of hydrogen emb¡ittlement.

In the early 1960's, De'a'athan a'd stachurski [r6] developed trre electrocrrem-

ical double-ceil permeation technique. This technique enabled resea¡chers to inves-

tigate difusion beha'io¡ of hydrogen, trapping phenomena, surface efect, and ofher

efects in metals and alloys. It has also been modified to stud¡' dislocation transport

of liydrogen duri'g deformation [112,i13]. A thermal analysis technique developed

b)' Lee and his co-wo¡kers [114,115] is useful in the stud¡, of va¡ious traps for h5-

drogen in metallic materials. These two techniques, although usefuì, do not pro'ide

direct evidence of the distribution of hydrogen in the material. A feu, techniques

exist thal are capable of pro.iding such evidence; e.g., tritiun autoradiography re_

vea"ls tlie distribution of trapped hydrogen in a surface layer. Horve'er, since long

exposure periods are required [116], it cannot be used in a dynamic rva¡,. Recently,

schöber and Dieke¡ [15] proposed a variation of the Ag-crystal deco¡ation technique



rvhich is based on the assumption that adsorbed atomic hydrogen is active and able

to reduce silve¡ ions in a specific solutio'into metal crystals through the decoration

reaction

Ag'* H"¿ - AgJ + H+ (5.1)

The Ag crystals then deposit on the spor rvhere hydrogen atoms escape from the

metal. The microstructural distribution of hydrogen fluxes can be ¡e'ealed bl, ob-

ser'ing the deposited crysta^ls under an optical microscope or a scanning electron

microscope(s El\{). This technique has been used i' various metals a*d. alloys in this

stud¡' in a' attempt to identif¡' the role of grain boundaries i' mass tra.sport of

hydrogen. rlo*'ever, inconsistent results u,ere obtained during tests. poor repro-

ducibility was also found by other ¡esearch groups. Therefore, an in'estigation of

the technique itself *as performed which has led to a new interpretation of the dec-

oration process. The decoration behavior of grain boundaries .rvill be addressed in

this chapter.

5.2 Experimental

Ni270 (99.98%) and Pd (99.g%) .*'ere used in the present investigation. As

received Ni270 and Pd plates we¡e cold roiled f¡om 1.0 mm to 0.12 mm tirickness.

Ni specimens rvere annealed at 1323 K for 30 nin. follorved by water quenching

rvhereas Pd specimens were a'nea.led at 12zJ K for B0 min. follorved b¡,a.ir cooling.

Pd specimens rve¡e mecha'ical\' polished to 0.05pm aluminum oxide porvder since

there is no convenient electropolishing method, and Ni2z0 specimens were initially

mecha.ically polìshed to 6¡rm a'd then electropolished in 60% Hzso¿ at 5.5v fo¡
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about 8 minutes.

Tire cur¡ent de'sit5' {6¡ cathodic hydrogen charging was 100 A/m2 rvrrich rvas

applied oul¡' on half of the specimen surface. Re-electropolishing rvas do'e at 5.5r,

fo¡ 1 rnin. o' the rvlioìe surface in o¡der to eliminate any contamination due to

hydrogen charging. When necessar5', outgassing rvas performed in'acuum at 0.00058

pa (tb<10-6 torr) for a gi'e'period of time at room temperature. Duri'g decoration.

tlie whole specimen surface was immersed in tlie decoration solution. Therefore,

trvo distinguished areas u'ere obtained on the specimen surface; one had undergone

hydrogen charging whereas the other was free from hydrogen. The hydrogen-free

atea lras used as a reference.

sih'er deposits *'ere observed both under a. optical microscope and the sEÀ{

(JXA-840). An X-ra¡' dif¡actometer r,ç'as used to determine the chemical composi-

tion and the structure of silr'e¡ compounds that deposited on the specimen surfaces.

Three stock solutions rvere used fo¡ the silver deco¡atio' tests and u,ere prepared by

adding (A) 20 rnl, (B) 28 ml or (C) a0 ml of a 4% KCN aqueous solution ro 10 ml of

12% AgN03 solution. According to schôber and Dieke¡ [is], the followi'g reactio's

take place:

AgNO¡ + KCN -, AgCNJ + KNOB (5.2)

AgCN + KCN --' K[Ag(CN)r] . (5.s)

simpìe calculation sho*'s that 25 ml of 4% KCN solution rvill consume about

10 ml of 12% AgNOs solution rvithout any residual precipitates of AgCN from

reaction (5.2). Since the dissociation ¡eaction

[Ag(CN)r]- -+ Ae+ + 2CN-
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is the fr¡st step of the decoration process [15], an increase in the concentration of

cN- in the solutio' rvill shift reactio. (5.4) to the left, a'd therefore, solutions A,

B and c will all hai'e diferent decoration capabilities. These stock solutions rve¡e

used for deco¡ation tests in dilulions of 1:50 as suggested by schöber and Dieker

[15]

5.3 Results and Discussion

5.3.1 In the Absence of Hydrogen

Results of the deco¡ation tests on Ni and pd specimens *'ithout hydrogen

charging are summarized in Table 5.1. It can be seen tirat Ni is active either in

solution A which ca' be considered as a saturated AgcN solution or in solution c
rvhicli has surplus cN- ions. Deposits on a' electropolished and u'charged Ni2?0

specime. decorated in solutio' A for 12 hou¡s are shov¡n in Figure 5.1. Two kinds of

deposits are evident, smail uhite particles in the background and long need.les ran-

domly distributed in groups. Both these deposits were high in sil'er as determined

b¡' energy dispersi'e spectrum (EDS) analysis on the sÐx4. X-ray diffractometer

analysis showed the presence of both pure silver and AgcN crystals. Therefore, the

long needles are most likel¡' AgCN crystals.
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Figure 5.1: Deposits on Ni270 (electropolished and u.charged) decorated i'solution
A for 12 hours.



Table 5,1. Results of decoration tests wìthout hydrogen charging

solution A solution B solution C

Ni rvhite deposits formed
in 10 min.

no deposits up
to 24 hrs.

rvhite deposits forrned
in 10 min.

Pd rvhite deposits formed
in 10 min.

no deposìts up
to 24 hrs.

no deposits up
to 24 h¡s.

Deposits formed during decoration in solution c for 5 hou¡s are srroivn in Fig-

ure 5.2. These deposits we¡e identified as pure silver cr¡,stals b¡, EDS and X-ra¡,

difractometer. They are of tlie same size and equiaxial in shape. since Ni is chem-

ically more active than silver, the follorving direct displacement reaction might take

place:

Ni + 2Ag+ .-' Ni++ + 2Ag. (ð.ÐJ

This ¡eactio. may play an important ¡ole in the eariy stages of gro.,.,th of the particles

which is supported by the fact that no deposits rvere observed on pd decorated in

this particular solution since Pd is chernically mo¡e stable than Ag. In the later

stages the following reactions may also take place:

anodic reaction: Ni --+ gi++ -¡ 2"

catlrodic reaction: 2Ag* + 2. --+ 2Ag

(5.6 )

(5.7)

rvhich ivill result in the deposition of silver particles of various shapes non related to

the mic¡ostructural distribution of irydrogen flui.
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Figure 5.2: siiver particles on an electropolished and uncharged Ni270 specimen
decorated in solution C for 5 hours.
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Deposits on a mechanicall¡' polished and u'crrarged pd surface decorated i'
solution A for 8 hours a¡e sho*'n in Figure 5.8. The dark area on the bottom left is

the reference region rvhich was above ttre liquid line during decoration. The rvhite

particles in Figure 5.3 rve¡e confirmed by EDS and x-ray diffractomete¡ as silver

crJ¡stals aÌìd AgcN compounds. These deposits fo¡med a denser laver in a shorte¡

time tlian that on Ni specimens in the same solutiou.. since pd is more stable than

silver, the dispìacement reaction cannot take place. In addition, tlús solution has

the jorvest concent¡ation of cN- ions; therefore, these deposits are attributed to

the stronger catalytic nature of Pd and possibly to the effect of impurities in the

Pd used i' the present i'vestigation. It was found that these deposits dissolved

completel¡' in solution c *'ithin a short time suggesting a high perce'tage of AgcN

in tire deposits since onl.r' AgCN can dissolve in solution C rapidly.

From t]re above results, it is e*ident that a cirange in crrenicar composition of

the deco¡ation solutio' can result in various decoration beha'io¡s without hydro-

gen charging. Dven inert Pd cannot alrvays be inacti'e in the decoration solution.

Therefore, i'order to obtain a refe¡ence state rvhere no sil'er deposits are observed,

the chemical compositio' of the deco¡ation solution has to be co'trol1ed. I. fact, if
the deco¡ation reaction takes place in the presence of adso¡bed hydrogen atoms, the

resulted hydrogen ions *'ill ente¡ into the solution freactio' (5.1)], and the {ollorving

reaction may take place:

H+ + CN- --+ HCNî (5.8)

This will change the concentration of cN- ions i' the soiution. consequently, it
seems unavoidable that differeut ¡eactions occu¡ in the various stages of the deco-

ration process. IdeaJly, in using the silver decoration technique, there should be a

o/



Figure
hours.

5.3: Deposits on uncharged Pd surface after decoration in solution A fo¡ g
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direct relationship betrveen the escaping hydrogen atoms and the depositing silver

atoms: i.e., a one-to-one co'espondence. This ivould give quantitatively the num-

ber of hyd¡oge' atoms escaping froni the surface. Ho*'ever, various reactions, e.g.

reactions (5.6) and (5.7), other than the deco¡ation reactio' Ireaction (5.1)] may be-

come involved during tire later stages of deposit grorvth. Therefore, the number of

deposited silver atoms rvould be greater than tÌrat due fo escaped hydrogen alone.

on the other hand, absorbed hl'drogen atoms can also escape from tl.re material

through recombi'ation to form molecules of II2 and tlús hydrogen will not cause

silver deposits. It is concluded that the sil'er decoration technique cannot be used

quantitativell,.

5.3.2 In the Presence of Hydrogen

Sir.Lce both Ni and Pd are inactive in solution B, the subseque't decoration

tests rvith h¡'drogen charging rvere performed onl¡, 1y;11t this solution. Details of

such tests on Ni are summarized in Table 5.2. It was found that the ¡eference area

shorved no deposits after decoration o' all the samples indicating that the sih,e¡

deposits truly resulted from irydroge' chargi.g. Hou,e'er, it is well known that

cathodic charging activates metal surfaces, so that the charging procedure has t.wo

efects. First, it ¡e-activates the specimen surface by reducing the oxidation film

which is {ormed during pre-electropolishing [liz]. secondly, it loads hydrogen into

the specimen rvhich will escape from the su¡face after switclii'g off the charging

cu¡rent. The silver deco¡ation technique can be used rvith confidence only when the

surface efiect ca¡r be deducted f¡om the total decoration behavior. This aspect will

be explored in the following procedure.
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Table 5.2. Procedures of decoration tests in Ni charged with hydrogen

. Hvd¡oEenspectmen : :
cltarglng

Outgassing Re-electro-
poLishing Outgassing Deco¡ation Res¡rlts

No.1 30 min. nil 1 min nil I hrs. Fig.5.4

No.2 30 min. nil 1 min 70 hrs. 30 min. Fig.5.5

No.3 30 min 26 h¡s 1min. nil 30 min. Fig.5.6

Immediatell' after ¡e-electropolishing and rapid .rvashing, specimen No.1 rvas

imme¡sed i' the deco¡ation solution and the resulting surface deposits ale shou,n

in Figure 5.4. under these test conditions, l0 mi'utes of deco¡atio' was adequate

and able to produce ¡esults similar to tliose reported by schöber and Dieler [15].

To see the grorvth beha'io¡ of the deposited particles, the decoration period was

extended to 9 hours for this specime'. It car be seen that botli grain interiors

a'd grain boundaries are decorated. The silver deposits particularly on the grai'
boundaries have been attributed to local hydrogen flux by schöber and Dieker {r5].
Horvever, some large hexago'al crystars are evident in the grain interio¡s which

are unlikely to be related to iocal dist¡ibution of hydrogen flux. specimen No.2

(Table 5.2) *'as outgassed for 70 hours after re-elect¡opoiishing. The decoration

beha'ior in this specimen (Figure 5.5) rvas similar to that of specimen No.1; i.e.,

the grain boundaries rvere decorated. As expected, the size of the silve¡ deposits in

this specimen was smaller because of the shorter decoration period (80 min.).

The average concentration, c",, in a membrane of unifo¡m initiar concentration,
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Figure 5.4: Decoration deposits on Ni270 surlace afte¡ hydrogen charging and re
electropolishing in soiution B for t hours.



Figure 5.5: silver pariicles in charged area on Ni2z0 decorated in solutio. B for B0
min. G¡ain bounda¡ies are decorated.



c¡, during degassing can be approximated as tl.re follorving when co", is mucrr smaller

than C6 [118]:

C"" 8 , ¡i2D.çt.
C^ 

: 
", 

exP( - ñ2 ')
(5.e )

rvhere å is the thickness of the membrane and D"q is the efecti'e diffusivity. sub-

stituting D.n : 6.3 t t¡-ra-z/s rvhich is the lattice difiusivit¡, of hydrogen in

nickel i1191 and å -- 0.01cm i'to the abo'e equation, one finds ihat at f : gQþ,

C""lCo 10.001, i.e., degassing is essentiall¡, completed e.r,en if no eflect of fast

difusion patirs was considered. In the case of specimen No.2, the charging period

was fa¡ rrom reaching the equilibrium state. Therefore, it should take less time {or

complete degassing than calculated from eqn.(5.g). In auothe¡ experiment, speci-

men No.3 rvas outgassed for onl¡'26 hours before te-erecftopolishing and decorated

for the same time as specimen No.2. In this specimen grain bou.daries were not

deco¡ated (Figure 5.6) and silver deposits were observed onl¡, on the grain interi-

o¡s in the charged area. This implies that the degassing *,as indeed completed in

26 hou¡s a.d the hydrogen flux at grai' boundary areas had stopped prior to the

deco¡atio.L process i. this specime'. This fu¡ther shows that hydrogen fluxes fiom

grain boundaries i' specirnen No.2 during the decoration period should not exist

since the specimen u'as outgassed for a longer period (20 hours). Therefore, it can

be concluded that outgassing completed øfer re-electropolishing has no significant

efiect on the subsequent decoration process.

F¡om the above discussion, ii is seen that while outgassing extinguishes the

hydrogen flux at grain boundaries, it does not eliminate siiver deposition. The only

consistent explanation is tliai the silver deposits obse¡ved on the surface of specimen
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Figure 5.6: Silver particies in charged area on Ni270 degassed for 26 hours before
re-electropolishing and decorated in solution B. Grain boundaries are not deco¡ated.
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No.2 were due to surface effects. As for the silver deposits observed on specimen

No.1, although tlie¡' are similar to those o' specime' No.2, the¡,can be due to

surface efects as weil as h1'drogen fluxes via ¡eaction (5.i). Therefore, it can be

concluded that silver deposition due to hydrogen oxidation freaction (5.1)] is not

the or y deposition process which can occur.

The abor.e observatio's suggest that the stage at which the re-electropolishing

is applied is of utnost importance. If it is applied immediately after charging as

for specimens No.1 and 2, a hydroge' outgassing flux .rvould still exist at grain

boundar¡' areas a'd therefore these areas could not be ¡endered i'active during

re-electropolishing; i.e., no oxidation film could fo¡m on the grain boundar], inter-

sections with the free surface. Another, iess likel¡', possibility is that during re-

electropolislúng, the hydroge'flux ma¡' ¡esult in the fornation o{ compounds (e.g.

hydrides) rvhich ¡etain hydrogen and co.sequently resuìt in silver deposits through

an unknot'n process. Nevertheless, it is still a surface efect. Therefore, e'en if
there is an outgassing period betrveen re-electropolishing and decoration, surface ef-

fects Ìead to deposition of silver crystals. conversell,, deposited silver crystaJs rvere

not obse¡ved along grain boundaries when re-eiectropolishing was applied after out-

gassi'g (specime' No.3) because the grain bourdaries rvere inactivated due to the

lack of a hydrogen flux. It is concluded that ihis technique can reveal hydrogen flux

at grain boundaries r¡¡hich occu¡¡ed during re-electropolishing rather than during

decoration.

It should be noted that since ihe charging period for specimen No.B was only

30 minutes while the outgassing period *'as 26 hours, a detectable hydrogen fl'x in
grain interiors would not be expected during either re-electropoiishing or decoration.

Horvever, a{ter decoration the gra,in interiors exhibited silver deposits rvhile the grain
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boundaries rvere free implying that grain boundaries are more liable to inactivation

than the grain interiors. The lelgth of re-electropolishing rvas 1 minute rvhich was

sufficient to nake the grain boundary areas inactive but insufficient to deactivate

the grai' interio¡s. If re-electropolishing was prolo'ged to 5 min. or longer, no

silver deposits rvere observed on either grail boundary areas or grain interiors after

decoration.

From the above observations, it can be concluded that damage to the oxidation

film on the metal surface will lead to sìive¡ deposition. This is consistent rvith

Schðber and Dieker's [15] results that onl5' electropolished surfaces did not have

silver deposits rvìren hydrogen *'as not prese't. Therefore. in order to separate

the decoration response due to hydroge'flux from that due to surface efiects during

decoration an oúdation film has to be re-built. This is impossible if the decoration is

performed on the charged surface since it has also been shonn that an oxidation frlm

cannot form at grain boundaries during re-electropolishing if hydrogen flux is still

the¡e. Tlierefore, the silver deposits observed at grain boundaries on specimen No.I

ca'not be unambiguously attributed to local hydrogen fluxes as origi'all5' proposed

[15]. In fact, there is .o evidence thus far that the proposed deco¡ation reactio'

[reaction (5.1)] takes place during decoration.

However, rvhen thin Ni membranes we¡e decorated i. sorution B partly on one

side (i.e. dow.stream side) while being charged with hydrogen f¡om the other side,

it was found that sih'er deposits occurred on the downstream side predominantly in

the region opposite the charging area after a certai'period. since this side has not

undergone hydrogen charging, the oxidation fllm fo¡med during pre-electropolishing

should still be intact ¿t least befo¡e hydrogen atoms reach it. Therefore, this sur-

face could be used as a reference. The difrerence in the deco¡ation response in the
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region opposite the charging area and i'the sur¡ou.ding reference area must be due

to hydroger permeation. It *'as fou'd that the time interval betu,een starting the

charging cur¡ent a'd observi'g silver deposits increased witli the thickness of the

membrane. and that if the membrane was cold worked without annealing, the time

interval beca're much longer u'hich can be attributed to the trapping of hydroger

b¡'deformation induced dislocations [120]. These obse¡vations can be conside¡ed as

evidence that silver deposits o'the dou,'stream surface are indeed related to the hy-

droge' permeation process, possibly through the proposed deco¡ation reaction (5.1).

Ho*'ever, the¡e is another possibility that hydrogen atoms ma¡, react rvith tlie oxi-

dation frlm before they ¡educe sil'er ions in the solution the¡efore re-activating the

su¡face i¡r turn causing silver deposition.

The abo'e observatio's do rot clearly confirm the deco¡atio. reaction itself,

but do provide a means of obtai'ing useful i'formatio' regarding grai. boundar¡,

transport of hydrogen. By decorating trre downstream surface at various stages cor-

responding to a permeation test, dynamic information regarding hydroge' flux at

grain boundaries can thus be obtained. If grain boundaries are fast difusion paths

for hydrogen, atomic hydrogen tlill emerge on tìre dou,nstream surface in grain

boundary areas flrst. A pattern of grain boundaries d.ecorated bl, silver particles

u'ill be expected either through reaction (5.1) or tirrough re-activatio. of the surface

film. on the other hand, the escaping hydrogen flux at grain boundary areas on fhe

charging surface ca' also be investigated by changing trie inte¡val between termi-

nating the cathodic charging curre*t and applying re-electropolishing. when there

is no silver deposition on these areas, it may be concruded that the iocai hydrogen

flux has stopped. The application of this technique to grain boundary transport of

hydrogen in solution annea.l.ed Ni270 will be given in the following chapters.
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Schöbe¡ and Dieker [15] obser'ed silver deposits in straight lines in a slightìy

deformed hydrogen charged specimen. They correlated these deposits to dislocations

at slip lines and dre*' the conclusion tliat dislocations provide short circuit paths for

hydrogen difusion, I' the present study it rvas found that cold rvork increased the

inle¡val befo¡e silver deposits rvere observed, rvhich is an indication that dislocations

are uot fast difusion paths. Furtìrer, il v¡as found that slip lines in slightly deformed

and hydrogen charged specimens rvere essentiallv deposit-fiee on the downstream

side, and that in hydrogen-free specimens silver crystals preferentiall¡, deposited

in regions of higher dislocatio' density. ln this case the depositiou process \rras

caused b¡' an imperfect surface frim. Therefore, even if dislocations do provide shorl

circuit paths {or hydrogen diffusion, the silver decoration technique is not capable

of unambiguously showing this.

5.4 Conclusions

There is no one-to-one correspondence between the deposited silver atoms and.

escaping hydrogen atoms, i. e., the silver decoration technique does not provide

quantitative information.

The silver decoration technique can ¡eveal escaping hydrogen flux {¡om the

grain boundary intersections with tile f¡ee surface on the charging side during

re-electropolishing rather than during the decoration process.

Diflerent reactions occur in the va¡ious stages of the deco¡ation process. To

obtain reliable results a perfect oxidation fllm must be maintained on the metal

surface.

This technique can be used to obtain dynamic informBtion regard.ing mass
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transport of hydrogen in a metal memb¡a'e. useful i'formatio. about the

role of grain boundaries can be obtained.
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Chapter 6

Experimental Procedures

6.1 Materials

PolS'crv.1u¡;n" higtr puriiy nickel *'as used in the present study. Nickel rvas

chose' for trvo reasons. First, much rvo¡k has bee'do'e o' tlús metal, so it .was

not dificult to find data for comparison. si'ce Auger Elect¡on spectroscopy rvas

llot a'ailable in ou¡ laboratory, chemical analvsis of grai' boundary planes rvas not

possible. Horvever, many reports in tire literature pro'ide such data, a'd there_

fo¡e the present study could proceed *'ith ¡easonable confidence. seco'd, hydrogen

changes the f¡acture rnode in this metal from ductile rupture to brittle intergranular

cracking, l'hich makes the metal an ideal candidate for the purpose of this study.

High purity Ni270 (99.98% Ni) rvas used tìrroughout the course of trris study. A

lower purity metal (99.9% Ni) was also used to study the effect of surfur segregatior.r.

It was made by induction melting gg.9% nickel in vacuum at tlús laborator¡,.

6.2 Specimen Preparation
6.2.1 Specimens for Permeation and Decoration Tests

Two grain sizes rvere used: 10¡rm and 150¡.rm, rvhich n'ill be designated as

fine and coarse grain size, respectively. The fine grain size rvas acrrieved by cold
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rolli.g as-recei'ed nickel rod of l6mm diameter to about 0.15 mm thickness and

annealing at 588K lor 60 minutes. To obtain coarse grains, annealed nickel piates

of 2 mm thicliness rvere cold ¡olled to 0.15mm, annealed at 1823K u'der a. argon

atmosphere for 30 minutes tìren quenched in rvater. observation of the microstruc-

ture unde¡ al optical microscope a'd micro-hardness nìeasurements co'firmed that

full recrystallization was aclúeved, and grain sizes were reasonablv uniform in ail

specimens.

All specimens were electrolytically polished on both sides in a 60% H2SOa

solution at 5.5v to a 
'ominal final thickness of 0.1mm unless otherrvise stated.

For nembranes rvith coarse grains, man¡'grain boundar¡, segmerìts could penetrate

through the t'ho1e thickness of the membrane, u'hich is desirabie fo¡ sil.r,er d.eco¡ation

tests.

6.2.2 Specimens for Penetration Tests

Thin memb¡ane and c'lindrical specimens were used. The menbrane tensile

specimens had a cross section of 4.5 x 0.2 mmz a¡td a gauge length of 12 mm. The

rod specimens had a gauge length of 12 mm ivith a diamete¡ of 2.0 mm. A fine grain

size of lOpm and a medium grain size of 50pm rvere used for the membrane te'sile

specimens. For all specimens used, the grain size was reasonabl¡, unifo¡m. Fine grain

size was obtained by cold rolled as received nickel rod (/r6mm) to 0.25 mm thickness

and annealed at 588K for 60 minutes. The medium grain size rvas obtained by same

procedure but annealed at 1173K for 5 minutes. Full recrystallization was confi.¡med

b¡' optical microscope observation and mic¡o-hardness measurements. cylindrical

specimens were made from a slightly lower purity metal. Laboratory melt ingot

t'as cold srvaged to about 70% reduction in diameter, and after manufacturing, the

specimens were annealed at 1173K for 10mi'. to get 50pm grain size or 1B2BK for
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1 hour to get 150¡^rm grai' size. sulfur segregation rvas introduced b;1,aging at gzgK

t'hich did not resuit in furthe¡ change ir.r the grain sizes. No efo¡t was made to

analvze quantitatively the sulfu¡ co'centration in grain boundaries. The degree of

segregatio' rvas controlled b¡' changing the length of aging period. All specimens

were electrolytically polished in a 60% H2SOa solution at 5.5\/'.

6.3 Apparatus and Procedures for Electrochem-
ical Permeation Tests

The apparatus for the permeation tests is shorvn in Fig. 6.1. Computer cal_

culated results have sho*'' that if grain boundaries are indeed fast difusion paths

for hydrogen their contribution to the tolal permeating current is more d.ominant at

small times, i.e. a¡ound the actual breakthrough time, Éo, (see Fig.4.Z). Therefore,

more attention should be gi'en to the earl¡' stages of a permeatio' test. Acco¡d-

ingll', neither side of the testing membrane rvas plated rvith pd in order to achieve

lorv background anodic cur¡ent densities rvhicir rvere usuall¡, about 1 nA/cm2 after

anodic polarization for 24 hours at 0.0 or 0.1 \/' satu¡ated calomel elect¡ode (scE)

in 0.lN NaoH solution. Hydrogen charging rvas performed in lN H2soa solution

u'ith 250mg Aszo¡/l added. The chemical As2o3 v,as first dissolved in distilled *,a-

ter by adding dilute NaoH solutio'. Electrolyte was pre-electrolS,zed for at least 50

hours to reduce impurity deposition orito the membrane su¡face. A charging current

density of lmA/cm2 $'as used. A rathe¡ large area, 1.4cm2, rvas exposed to the elec-

trolytes to reduce the Joule heating effect [r21]. The anodic cu¡¡ent u,as measured

with a digital multi-meter and recorded on a chart reco¡der. The sensitivity of the

complete setup rvas such that an increase as small as 0.2 nA f¡om trre background

anodic current could be detected; i.e. the sensitivity rvas 0.01% for detecting the
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break-through time since the steady state current rvas in the range of 1, - 3 pA.

This degree of sensitivit]'is essential in trying to clarif¡' the ver¡.beginning stage of

a permeatiou curve, since the actual breakthrough time depe'ds on the sensitivity

of the monito¡i'g system as already shorv' in chapter 4. For recording completed

permeation curves, the sensitivit]'rvas set at 0.1-1.0%.

During the tests, a'odic polarization rvas performed until the a.odic current

decayed to a stable background level. At this stage, even *ith the highest detecting

sensitivit¡', the slope of the recorded curve was negligible. Then, ivithin a minute,

the catholyte rvas poured into tire catirodic compartment a'd gaJvanostatic cathodic

polarization rvas started. Tlie anodic potential was maintained b5,a potentiostat at

0.0 V SCÐ. All tests rvere performed at room temperature.

6,4 Apparatus and Procedures for Silver Deco-
ration Tests

The cell set up for the siiver decoratio' tests is sliorv' in Figure 6.2 wirich

is simila¡ to that for the permeation tests. since no electrode is needed in the

deco¡ation process) the anodic compa¡tment of the permeation cell is replaced b¡, a

decoration compartment rvhich has two identical hoies where the membrane contacts

the decoration solution. The bottom one, *'hich is opposite the charging area,

forms the rvorking area on the testing membrane *'hile the upper one forms the

refe¡ence area. The t*'o compartme'ts are put togetlier by a pair of clips rvith

tlie testing membrane in between. To avoid ieakage, soft silicon rubber sheets with

matching holes are used in between each side of the membrane and the corresponding

compartment.

care must be taken to avoid any deformation which could resurt in silver depo-
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sit'ion iu the absence of irydrogen. confidence rvith results can be obtained 1) if no

silver deposits are obser'ed rvhen the decoratio' compartment has bee'filled u,ith

decoration solution for a- lo'g period as long as hydrogen is not charged i'to the

membrane f¡om the other side, and 2) if the incubation time for silver deposition

increases tvith the thickness of the membrane.

After obtaining the complete permeation curve, dupricate specimens rvere crrarged

on the deco¡ation cell, with the decoration compartment empt],; for a given pe_

riod corresponding to a pre-selected stage on the permeation cur'e. Then a dilute

K[Ag(cN)r] solution (solution B desc¡ibed in chapter 5) r,r,as added into the decora-

tion compartment. Afte¡ a given period of decoratior. usually less than 10 minutes,

the membrane was removed from the cell, washed and dried. The surface u,as then

obse¡ved rvitl.L an optical microscope and a sca''ing electron microscope (sEI\,Í). All

tests were performed at room temperature.

6.5 Apparatus and Procedures for penetration
Tests

specimens rve¡e cathodically precirarged rvith hydrogen at room temperature

for a given period in the catholyte. The charging current density rvas 10 mA/cm2

for most specimens unless otherrvise stated. Tensile testing was carried out on an

Instron s*erv-driven tensile test rig. A calibrated load cell (500 Kg) ¿nd constant

crosshead speeds were used for all tensile tests. Due to tlie complexity of the test

procedures, the measured tensile strengths had a scatter of 5%. No stra.in rate efiect

rvas found in the early tests in the range of 10-2s-r to 10-as-1; therefore, the sirain

rates in subsequent tests were adjusted so that each test rvould finish in about 10

minutes. Fracture surfaces were observed by scanning elect¡on microscopy using a
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JXA-840 electron microscope. The depih of i'tergranular cracking rvas obtai'ed b¡,

averaging at least five measurements on each specimen.

For lo*' temperature tests the specimens *ere mouuted in the tensire testing

apparatus and quenched i'to liquid nitrogen. Less than 3 minutes elapsed betrveen

prechargi'g and cooling to 77K. Tens e loading *,as not applied ur.rtil 10 more min-

utes had elapsed to reach thermal equilibrium. since at zzK, hydrogen is esse.tially

immobile, the procedure proi'ided a means to study the efect of local h¡,d¡egsn

rvhich liad been presegregated at a higher temperature.
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Chapter 7

Experimental Results

7.L Electrochemical Permeation Tests
7.L.L General Permeation Results

Figure 7.1 shows the typical experimental permeatio' cur¡ents rvith the reduced

time for both coarse a.d fine graiu sizes. For convenience of comparison, some

theoreticai predictions are also shorvn. Curve 1 is a theoretical calculation fo¡ the

case 1( : 1, i.e. lattice diffusion alone (using 6.8 x 10-10 cm2s-1 fo¡ D¡). If {ast

transport by grain bou'da¡ies occurs, the recorded permeation curves should fall

in the area to the left of this cur'e. For instance, cu^,e 2 rvas obtai'ed from

eqn (3.r0) not K : 40 and s = 114 u'ith a grain size of 10p.m. In trús case the

lattice cont¡ibution is still slightly over 50% of ttre totar permeating flux, i.e. grain

bou'daries starting to be dominant, but the calcurated curve is aJready quite far to

the left of curve 1. contrary io this, all recorded curves of the permeation tests {all

to the right of the curve 1. some curves are quite far awa¡,from curve 1 indicating

possible surface co'tamination in those particular tests. Nevertheless, many curves

are quite close to curve 1 ivhen the vaJue D¡ : 6.8 x 10-10cm2s-1 was used to red.uce

ihe time. A typical curve is shown as Curve 3.
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Figure 7.1: Measured permeation curves normalized by stead¡, state value of perme_
ation current of each indi'idual test: 3) /¿ : 0.01cm, 4) å : 0.007cm S) /i = O.Otcm
with coa¡se grains and 6) recharging of specimen from curve B.
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7.1.1.1 Thickness Effect

A method to check i{ the recorded curl¡es are ¡elated to the process of diffusion

through the buìk thickness is to see if identical curves can be obtained in membranes

with different thickness. This is especially important in this stud¡,since neithe¡ side

g'as Pd plated. Curve 4 in Fig.?.1 1y¿5 t¡'pi¡¿115, obtained on thinner rnembranes (70

pm) and is verv close to curve B, indicating that the controlli'g process rvas indeed

tlie difusion of hydrogen through metal membranes and 'ot disturbed b' surface

effects.

7.I.L2 Grain Size Ðffect

curve 5 in Fig.7.1 r¡'as obtained from coarse grained membra'es a'd is also

close to curve 3. In fact, curves 3, 4 and 5 a¡e so close that it is hard to distinguish

them i. Fig.7.1. Therefore, the lack of a grain size efiect ca'be concluded. Tl:-is

implies that lattice diffusion is the dominant process of hydrogen transport.

7.'1..2 Effective Diffusivity

The arodic cur¡e't sta¡ted increasing at ú = g0 - 100 min. and contir¡ued to

i'crease until a stead¡' state value, i,, was achie'ed at f r 1g h¡s. The lag time,

ú¡on, *'as aboui 8.5 hrs., obtai'ed at z : 6.616¿,. Therefore, the effective difiusion

coeficienl rvas found to be õ.4 x 10-10 cmzs-r from the equation [16]

L2
l).ç = :---- .- .

O X ¿tae
(7.1)

This value agrees rvell rvith reported data in the literature, e.g.,4.5 x 10-10 cm2s-l

by Robertson[84] and 6.3 x 10-10 cm2s-1 by Loutlian et al [11g]. It is noted that the

hydrogen diffusivity in single crystal nickel at ¡oom temperature has been reporfed
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to be 4.3 x 10-10 cm2s-I 1122]. Tirerefore. the measured difusivity for h5,d¡egs, L
nickel does not depend on grain size dou,n to 10 ¡.rm_

7.1.3 Tbapping Effect

During the test, after cu¡r,e 3 *,as completed the charging cu¡¡ent rvas te¡mi_

nated rvhile the recording of anodic cu¡rent was continued. This procedure reveals

the evolution beha'ior of hydrogen that ¡emains in trre memb¡ane. Horvever, si.ce

at this stage the recording digital meter was set on the high range, it was not possi-

ble to detect small cha.ges in the permeation curre't; i.e., the detecting sensitivity

r¡'as low. when ihe e'olution transient decreased to a rather stable level rvìrich was

a little higher than the origi'al backgrou'd le'ei, i.e. before hydrogen \r,as co..,-

pletelS' d¡¿i¡.¿ ofr, the membrane lvas given a recharging identical to the pre'ious

o'e. This time a small shift to the left *'as obse¡ved ir the reco¡ded cu*,es onl¡, in

the fine grained membranes. one curve ( cur'e 6 in Fig.?.1) shifted to trre reft of

the theoreticall¡' predicied cu¡r,e for lattice difusion, cur.r.e 1. These observations

suggest that some weak trapping efect due to grain boundaries does exist. If grain

boundaries are fast difusion paths, hydrogen in grain boundaries rvould have been

drained of first, and therefore, one rvould not have see' the shift in the second ¡u..

7,L.4 Early Stage Plateaus

An early plateau in the anodic current was reported by Tsuru and Latani-

sion [14] to be caused b¡' grain boundary transport. Two types of earl¡, rises rvere

observed in the early ¡uns of tests in the present study a'd rve¡e of same ord.er as

reported by Tsuru and Latanision, i.e. about 0.1 percent of the steady state per_

meation current. one was simultaneous rvith switching on the charging cur¡ent and

saturated within seconds, while the other had a short incubation time and satu¡ated
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in about tìrree minutes. Howe'er, both t¡'pes of early ¡ises were found to be due

to experimental procedures. The {ormer was mainh, ¡elated to interference of elec_

lro'ic circuits, rvhich rvas not a surprise at sucli high sensitivities, and sometimes to

poor sealing betrveen the two compartme'ts. The latter was caused by a diference

in the temperature of the cathodic electrolyte from that o{ the anodic electrol¡,te.

During t'he test, the cathodic electrolyte rvas added after anodic polarization had

continued fo¡ at ieast 24 hours. Therefore, its temperature might be dife¡ent than

the anodic electrolyte. It is knorvn that all elect¡ochemical ¡eactions a¡e sensitive to

the tenperature. I'our case, it *,as found that a small difference, 0.5K, tvould cause

a detectable plateau. The behavior of this plateau depended on the temperature at

rvhich the cathodic electrolyte had been held. If tire temperature of the cathodic

electrolyte *'as lorver than the testing membrane, a negative plateau courd eve'be
obse¡ved. After taking extreme care in e*er), step, both t¡,pes of earl¡, plateau .rvere

eliminated in the later tests.

It should be noted that the grai. size used in trris studS'(10pm) was much

smaller than that used by Tsuru and Latanisio' (> 100pm). If the first plateau

rvere due to grain boundary transport as suggested by Tsuru and Latanision, its

magnitude (inversly proportio'al to the grain size) in tire prese't stud¡, wourd have

been about 10 times larger which siiould be easily detected. Therefore, it can be

concluded that the early plateau is due to experimental conditions.

Fig.7'2 shows fhe early stages of several permeation tests. The recording system

could detect an i'crease of 0.2 nA in anodic current and the steady state current

rvas 1-3 ¡lA. Thus, the sensitivity of the system rvas about 0.01%, suficient to detect

any contribution of grain boundaries. It has been shown in chapter 4 that if grain

boundaries pla5' an irnportant role in trre mass transport of rrydrogen, the actuai
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breakthrough time rvould be greatìy reduced. It ca' be see' from Fig. 2.2 that all

reco¡ded cu¡ves do .ot increase until the breakthrough tine corresponding to lattice

difusior (Curve 1) lias passed. Therefore, based on obser'ini the early stages of

permeation curves, it can be coucluded that trre dominant process during the mass

transport of hydrogen must be lattice difusion.

7.L.6 The Steady State Permeation Rate

When 1l is greater than 100, grain boundar¡, transporl becomes dominant fo¡

the fi.e grain size. According to eqn.(4.1), at the stead¡,state, the ratio of the grain

boundar¡' contribution to that of the lattice is 4asKlL. Assuming the half grain

boundar5' width to be 5 x 10-10m and taking s = 100 and.L = 10-Em, one expects

to see a higher value of i,, at least B times higrrer, {or fine grained membranes than

for coa¡se grai.ed o'es. Ho*'ever, the values of i, rvere found to be scatte¡ed in a

range from 1.5 to 3.0 ¡zA changitg from membrane to memb¡ane. There rvas no

evidence that i, for fi'e grained membra.Les rvas higrrer than that for coarse grained

ones. That is,

which is equivalent to

4as K-----=- ( 1L

_- L 10-5ll ¿'¿ 

- 
: - Eô

4as 4x5x10-10x100

Therefore, it ca'be concluded that the measurement of the steady state permeation

rates does not support the fast transport of hydrogen by grain boundaries.

To summarize, the permeation test resurts have crearly demonstrated thai grain

boundaries play no important ¡ole during the transport of hydrogen; i.e., K _ 1.

However, the exact 
'alue 

of 1l cannot be evaluated f¡om these results. This has to

be resolved by silver decoration tests in the next section.

(7.2)

(7.3)
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7.2 Silver Decoration Tests

7.2.1 Decoration Before Main Breakthrough

sillce the membra'es used for sir'er decoratio' tests were ideuticar to those

{or permeation tests, tite process of h¡,¿ror.rl tra¡sport in the membrane being

decorated can be estimated from the measured permeation cu¡r,es. Deco¡ation was

performed o. the dorvnst¡eam surface of the memb¡anes that had bee' charged rvith

hydrogen for various periods. If tlie fi¡st plateau in some earlÌ, runs of permeation

tests rvas really due to an exiti'g hydrogen flux, one would expect to see decorated

grain boundary patter's o'the dorvnstream surface u,rren decoration was performed

at any point befo¡e the main permeation curve started to increase; i.e. before to.

Howe'er, it *'as fou'd b5' carryi.g out se'erar dozens of tests that silver deposits

were obser'ed o'l¡' rvhen the cliarging period had passed to. This further confirms

that the first piateau u'as not related to permeating hydrogen.

7.2.2 Decoration Behavior of Grain Boundaries

silver deposits r¡'ere 
'otcd 

to appeal in the ¡eference area witrr much lorver

densities tiran that in the rvorki.g area. This is most possibly due to later reactions

in the decoration process (see Chapter 5). However, a consistent occutrence rvas

that the grain bou'daries were al*,ays f¡ee from siiver deposits even *,hen charging

was prolonged to the steady state region of the permeatior curve. At this stage the

concentration gradieni in tire grain bou'dary, sc¡/å, srrourd be mucrr greater than

ilrat in the latti ce, Csf h, since the segregation factor is usuaìi3, ¿ l¿¡gs,umber. Thus,

the absence of silve¡ deposits on the grain boundary areas suggests either a small

grain boundary difusion coeficient (much smaller than thai for rattice difusion) or

a se\re¡e barrie¡ rvhich proliibits the exit of hydrogen atoms.
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In order to further clarif¡' the situation. several membranes \r'ere tested i' the

follo*'i'g ri'ay: the membrane was tested in the permeation apparatus until tlie
steady state rvas achieved, then the chargi'g current was srvitched of, the mem-

bra'e remo'ed f¡on the apparatus immediatelr', electrolytically poiished to remove

a surface layer about 5 ¡lm from botìr sides, a'd immersed in the decoration solutio'

for 6 minutes. This ¡esulted in fou¡ distinct areas or tìre menbra.e surfaces:

A: charging area on the input side;

B: protected area on both sides;

C: working area on the dou,nstream side;

D: reference area ol the dou,nstream side.

After decoratior.L, it rvas found tliat the distribution of sil'er particles on area D

*'as basicaìly identical to that on area B, ha'ing essentially no silver deposits or

much fewe¡ than areas A a.d c. This assured trre efectiveness of trre test. A major

featu¡e on area c rvas that no grain boundaries were obse.,ed to be decorated with

silver deposits as shos'n in Fig.7.3. Horvever, many grain boundar¡, segments in

area A r¡'ere decorated with sil*e¡ deposits as sho*,n in Fig.z.4. These obse¡vations

excluded the existance of a barrier on the grain boundary area prohibiting the exit

of h¡'drogen atoms. The decorated grain boundaries in the charging area indicates

that an exit hydrogen flux occurred at least during electropolishing. Therefore, the

Iack of deco¡ated grain boundaries in the downstream surface implies the following:

,,"# r. o,? (7.4)

(7.5 )

(7.6)K <<1.

o^

or

Since s is large, rve have

K: D+ 
<<!D¡a



Figure 7.3: Non-decorated grain bourdaries on area c of iire dorvnst¡eam surface of
Ni membrane. SEM 2000x.



Figure 7.4: Silver particle decorated grain boundaries on area A of tlie
surface of Ni nembrane. SÐM 2000x_

chargiug
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That is, the absence of deco¡ated grai' bou'daries on trre dorvnstream surface l'as

caused by a small grai' boundary difusion coeficient compared rvith D¡. on the

other ha'd, ho*'ever, the prese.ce of deco¡ated grai' boundaries on the charging

area implies that Dn is conrparable to ,¿ on that side. Thus. it is concluded that

the value of D, is concelt¡ation dependent.

7.2,3 Effect of Segregated Sulfur

similar procedures were applied to aged membranes in which grain boundaries

were segregated rvith sulfu¡. Basicail¡', similar results we¡e obtained except lor an

interesting finding that rvhen the downst¡eam side rvas deco¡ated after steady state

had been established, some grain bounda¡ies we¡e decorated bl, silver particles,

Fig.7.5. These tin¡'particles *,e¡e.ot symmetrical about the grain bou*dar5, plane,

being sometimes entirel¡' '¡if!¡i¡ one grain. This is cousidered. as evidence that sulfur

increases local hydrogen activity around the grain boundaries.

7,3 Sulfur Induced Grain Boundary Cracking
7,3.1 In the Absence of Hydrogen

In the specirnens with medium grain size and free from hydrogen, the measured

ultimate strengths at 77K and room temperature rvithout sulfur segregation rvere

consistent with the data listed in the Metal Ilandbook [123] for both materials. The

iower purit¡' mate¡ial has a little higirer strength, -5%, which is in the same order

of the experimental scatte¡ range. Therefore, the ultimate strengths are averaged.

as Curve b in Fig.7.6.

According to the equicohesive temperature theory, at temperatures lower than

the equicohesi'e temperature, the grain boundary strength is higher than grain

oo



Figure 7.5: silver particle in the vicinit5'of a grai' boundary o' do.wnstream surface
o{ Ni membrane with segregated sulfur. SBM l0û0x.



o S-segregated, IG

o without S & H, TG

o S-segregated, TG

Temperature (K)

Figure 7.6: The ultimate strength and elastic iimit vs temperature for, gra.in size
50 ¡rm. Curves a1, â2 ãnd a3 tepresent grain boundary strengths affected b), ..g."-
gated sulfur, Curve e is the elastic limit.



interiors a.d intergranular fracture will be obse¡ved only in the region above tlús

temperature. This is shorm bl' curves a1 and b in Fig.Z.6 rvhe¡e data for Ni201

(99.5% Ni) has been used ar temperatu¡es abo'e the room temperature since no

data for Ni270 is a'ailable. Therefore, curve a1 represents grain boundary stre'gths

in the mate¡ial.

\vhen sulfur rvas introduced b¡'annealing at 8?BK for 20 minutes, intergranular

cracking was obser'ed at 77K (with large plasticitS') but not at room temperature.

The grain boundary strength was lowered to the position of cur'e a2 which is abo'e

the grain interior strength (curve b) around room temperature. Fig.z.? shorvs the

intergranular fracture surface obtai'e d al 77K. A large amou.t of plasticity is quite

apparent. Note the existence of manv small grains on the fracture surface.

when sulfu¡ segregatio' rvas further i'creased by extending a''eariug to 24

hours, the ultimate strength was lowered further and intergranurar cracki'g observed

at both temperatures. The grai' boundary stre'gth became cur.r,e a3 which is 
'orv

entirely u'der Curve b. The fractu¡e surfaces sometimes had mic¡ovoids as shou,n in

Fig.7.8 sulfur segregation *'as confirmed b¡'EDS analysis on the scan.ing elect¡o.

microscope (Fig.7.9); therefore, these microvoids are believed to be caused by sulfide

formation. unmatching st¡iations rvith rvide¡ spacing and matching fine structures

can botir be see. (Fig.7.10). The iatter suggests that a certain degree of piasticity

rvhich was continuous across the grain boundary had occur¡ed before fracture. These

obse¡vations indicate that the grain bouudary fracture process competes with the

grain strength and rvhen the applied stress reaches the grain boundar¡, strength

rvhich has been reduced by sulfur, intergranular cracking occurs. This agrees well

rvith the decohesion theory of impurity segregation induced intergranular cracking.
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Figure 7.9: Chemical analysis on a fracture surface by EDS.
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7.3.2 Combined with Hydrogen Effect

when hydroge'was introduced into trre aged specime's. tlie fractu¡e streugtrr

*'as lowe¡ed further but rvas Ètill above tire ¡,ield stress. The f¡acture surface looks

more brittìe as shos'n in Fig.z.11. The photograph *,as take'at the surface edge of

a rod specimen, which rvould have fractu¡ed intergranularl¡, even if it had not been

charged *'ith hydroge*. A smarr grain armost dropped of, indicating extremel¡,

severe embrittlement arouud all its surfaces.

7.4 Hydrogen Effect on the Fracture Mode
7.4.1 Medium and Coarse Grained Specimens

7.4.1.7 SEM Observations of Flacture Surfaces

Fractu¡e su¡faces in specimens rvith grain sizes of 50 pm and 150 pm rvere

intergranular (Fig.7.12) except for tire cent¡ar a¡ea in the unaged specimens witrr

short precharging periods, *'hich n,as ductile rupture *,ith dimples of various sizes

(Fig.7.13). There *'as a tra'sition band i' betu,ee' as shon,n in Fig.z.i4. These

tliree micrographs *'ere taken in sequence on a singre specime', so that o'e could

pui them in order ol7 '12,7.r4, and 2.13 to see a complete picture of fracture mode

t¡ansition.

Generall¡' speaking, the morphorogy observed is consistent with those reported

in the literatu¡e 1109,124]. A common occur¡ence o'intergranular fracture su¡faces

is the existence of man¡' ratlier straight rines, Fig.7.15. These li.es are'ot matching

on the two f¡actu¡e surfaces and, therefore, are berieved to be formed by rerease of

dislocations in the pileups after fracture. Matcrring st¡iations were obse^,ed only

rarely, one example being shown in Fig.z.16. It can be seen that these striations

a¡e different than the straight lines of Fig.z.1b; much more prasticity is evident i¡r
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this case. Another feature is that trre fracture surfaces consist of larger grains trra'
average (Fig.7.17), which is in contrast rvith the case of surfur i'duced intergranular

fracture (Fig.7.7).

7.4.I.2 Binding Energy and Critical Concentration for the Grain Bound_

ary Plane to Flacture

The i.tergranuìar fractu¡e depth is defined as the depth from tl.re surface to the

point rvhere plasticity becomes appare.t. As shown in Fig.z.1g, it is not dificurt
to experime't,a11¡' measure this depth, since its location is reasonably well defined.

The measured depths of intergranurar cracking in trre membra'e specimens rvith

5O¡rm grains charged for difierent periods are shorvn in Fig.z.1g. Included are trrree

curves calculated {rom eqn.(3.32). Curve 1 represents the lattice difusion (11_1).

cu¡ves 2 and 3 are calculated for r(=lQ¡ rvhere grain boundary cont¡ibution be-

comes comparable to that of rattice (curve 2 for grain size 50pm, grain boundary

cont¡ibution -50%) or plays major role (Curve 3 for grain size 10prn, grain bound_

ary contribution >90%). In the carculation, Birnbaum's data {20] for the binding

energy, lattice difusivity and the ¡atio of the c¡itical conceutratio', C;, to the

surface concentration, Cj*, tere used; i.e., Eu_11.6 kJ/mol. D¿:5.11x10-1ocm2/s

and C,/Cj*:O.2 *'hich corresponds to 10 at%. If grain boundar¡, transport dom_

inates, the experimental curves shou-ld shift to shorler times. It can be seen that
the measu¡ed data are at sÌigrrti'ronger times than cur'e 1. If the trapping efiect

is not corside¡ed, the measured data could be estimated by a cun,e C;/C;* >O.Z;

i.e., q >10 at%. Since the present study has shorvn the trapping efect of grain

boundaries, c; should nor be mucrr greater tha' 10 at%. on the other hand, if
grain boundary trapping in Ni is considered to be severe, then the measured data
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Figure 7.19: Measured IG cracking depths ('ormalized by harf irrickness of irre
m_embrane) vs pre-charging periods in unaged specimeos rviih a grain size of 50¡rm.
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curve 3. Thickness å. is 190 pm (after polishing).
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would impl]' that C, might be smaller than 10 at%. Since grain bounda¡l' trap-

ping has been confirmed to be rveak in Ni [12õ], C, is unlikely to be belot, 10 at%.

Therefore, it is ¡easonabìe that the measured data can be approximated by Curve 1

rvith the addition of a small trapping efect. Birnbaum's assumption th¿t a c¡itical

concentration for intergranular cracking io occur appears correct, and for this grain

size tlre c¡itical concentration should be close to 70 a,t%. Flo¡een and Westbrook

[126] reported that nickel specinens precharged rvith hydrogen up to 2000 appm

ai 365K did not fracture intergranularly at 77K. Using E¡=11.6 kJ/mol, one finds

C; > 10 at%. The¡efore, the values of -Ð6 and Cn- determined by Birnbaum,s group

are supported by the consistency of these independent studies.

It is noted that the experimeutal curve locates to tlie right of the cu¡ve for lattice

diffusion aJone (Fig.7.19). This is consistent tvith the permeation and decoration test

results that the hydrogen pre-segregated at grain boundaries causing intergranular

cracking was transported mainl¡' through jattice difusion tvith grain boundaries

acting only as h¡'drogen traps.

The stress-st¡ain curves in specimens u'ith mediunr gra.in size (50 pm) saturated

rvith hydrogen b¡' prolonged charging are shorvn in Fig.7.20. The tensile strengths

obtained from tirese curves as rvell as from frne grained specimens are shown irr

Fig.72L Curve d represents the fracture stress foÌ the medium g¡ain size specimens.

It is seen that the f¡acture stress lyas greatl¡' reduced (-60% deduction ) to a

level about twice the elasiic limit (Curve e) {or medium grained specimens at both

temperatures.

7.4.2 Fine Grained Specimens

A striking contrast to the above behavior of medium and coarse grained speci-

mens was that rvhen the same procedure was applied to the fine grained specimens,
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no intergraÌrular crackiûg could be obtained even u'lìen the precharging was pro-

longed to 70 hours. According to eqn.(3.32). in such long charging periods both

grain interior and grai. boundaries in the membrane should har.e been rvell sat-

urated with hydrogen even if the K ¡atio is assumed to be zero; i.e., assuming

hydrogen is transported onl¡' through the lattice. Ne'e¡theless, the fracture stress

surprisingly returned to cu¡ve b (Fig.7.21) u'ìricli was obtained from specimens tith-
out sulfu¡ or hydroge' segregatio'. The stress-st¡ain cur*es look like as if hydrogen

rvas not charged, îig.7.22, if the surface damage is deduced.

The cross-section of tlie specimen at fracture reduced to a line (Fig.Z.2B).

slrorvn in Fig.7.24a is the transgranular f¡acture surface of a large grain rvhiclr

t'as on the f¡acture pat,h. A-A is the surface edge of the specimen, area B is

the chargi'g surface, ri'hich sho*'s an embrittled surface layer, and area C is the

transgranular fracture surface. Compared rvith the rupture surfaces of hydrogen-

free area, Ftg.7.24b, it is evide¡rt that dimples a¡e shallou. a.d much smaller. On the

charging surface, many shallow' cracks rvere obse¡ved mai'15' perpe'dicula¡ to the

stress axis on the side-face of the specime.s, rvhich are due to irydride formation.

Such cracks in a specimen precharged at 100m4/cm2 are sho'i,u in Fig.Z.25. These

cracks are along {t00} planes as dete¡mined by the texture structure (100)<001>

and sometimes along grain boundaries. This is consistent with the results of vehof

and Klameth [127] $'ho suggested that hydrogen i.duced brittle cracking in nickel

single crystals is along (100) planes. It can be seen that some cracks (indicated by

arrog's) are parallel to the stress axis, indicating that the hydride strength is rather

lorv; their {racture must have been a ¡esult of local dislocation activity. such an ob-

served grain size efect on the ftacture mode has not been reported previously and

is considered as a' important observation which is difficult to explain by prese't
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p¡oposed mechanisms and rvill be dealt I,ith in next chapter.

In order to ¡eveal fast transport of lrl,drogen through grain boundaries in pene_

t¡ation tests. it is better to use fi'e grai'ed specimens as sho.*,n in Fig.7.1. Horvever,

since fine grained specimens did not fractu¡e intergranurarry, co'crusions have to be

made from the results of medium grained specimens rvhich have been gi'en in the

last section.
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Chapter I
Discussions

8.1 Grain Boundary Transport of Hydrogen
8.1.1 Dominant Process During Mass Tlansport of Hydro_

gen

Theoretical calculations predict that the fine grain size used in the present stud¡,

should be able to reveal grain boundary enrranced tra.sport. If grain boundaries

play an important role, not necessa¡ill dominant, it shouid have been observed in
any one of the th¡ee tests used in this study. Horvever, permeation tests performed

in fine grained membranes fa ed to provide any eviderce trrat supports enhanced

transport of hydrogen by grain boundaries. AII information obtained from the tests

(e.g the actual breakthrough time, sready state flux, and measured difusivities)

suggests that lattice difusion is the domi'ant process. Results of the penetration

tests yields the same conclusion.

Further, the silver decoration tests reveared that rvhen the hydrogen concen-

t¡ation is extremely lou' (i.e. close to ze¡o as is o' the dorvnstream surface during a
permeation test), K approaches zero; i.e. there is virtually no hydrogen flux along

grain bou'daries. Therefore, the present results suggest that the lattice diffusion is

the dominant process in most cases of hydrogen embrittlement in metals.
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8.1..2 Explanation of Low Dn at Low Concentrations

Ä close look at the experimental results suggests that hydrogen atoms can

cross a grain boundar¡' r'ith ease alihough the¡, experie¡ce much more dificult¡,in
difusing along the grai' boundary at lory concentraiions. This can be unde¡stood bl,

the following reasoning. To be more realistic, lve assume that a grain boundar¡, þ¿g

a small perce'tage ol specific sites rvrrere the e.ergy rever is mucrr rorver for hvdroge'

atoms tha' elservhe¡e. This idea is consistent rvith the coincid.e'ce site lattice (csl)
model of grain boundaries as outri'ed in chapter 2. \4¡heu hydrogen atoms drop into
such sites, their escape rvould be extreml¡, difficult. If these sites, i.e. deep traps,

are arranged i'a random *'a1', tl.Lere overa,ll efect wourd st r be negrigibie because

of their lorv population. However, i{ the¡, are arranged in distantl¡, separated lines,

they rvould be able to block the trarsport of h¡,d¡6r"n in certain directions before

they are filled.

According to the csl theor'ofgrain bound.aries, most grain boundaries possess

an orde¡ed or periodic structure [24]. For a symmetric t t grain boundar¡,, there

are special tiit angles at rvhich the boundar¡' has a lo*,er e'erg¡,. \4rhen the cr¡,stal

rnisorie'tation de'iates f¡om the speciar misorientation, the boundary can minimize

its energ"r' b¡' forming a structu¡e consisting of an arra¡, of intrinsic grain boundary

dislocations (IGBDs) embedded in a boundar¡, structure of relatively low energy.

This ¡esults in the anisotropy of difusivity in t t boundaries. I' a more generaì

case, the boundar¡' ma¡'ha'e more than two sets of IGBDs, rvhich meet at a certain

a'gle In this rvay, the transport o{ hydrogen in the grain boundary prane in any

direction will be blocked if only these IGBDs a¡e deep traps for hydrogen.

In fact, the binding energy of hydrogen to dislocations has been proposed to

be high, e.g., 58.6 kJ/mol [7]. Therefore, it is ¡easonable to propose that sites
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i' grai' boundary dislocatio. cores are indeed o{ much rorver energy for hydrogen

atoms. It is these sites th¿t are respo.sible for the retardation of mass transport of

hydroge' along grain bou'daries at lou' concent¡atio's, witrr no apparent efect on

difusion crossing the bou'dary. As for those lou'energ.r, grain boundaries which do

not have IGBDs, e.g., svmmetric tilt grain boundaries rvith special tilt angre or trvin

boundaries, the difusivity niay be higher than that of ra.dom grai' boundaries at

Iow concentration. Horr'ever, the binding energ¡, and the segregation factor a¡e also

smaller, and the ove¡all effect would be negligibte.

8.1.3 D, at High Concentrations

Permeation test ¡esuits (curve 6 in Fig.7.1) indicate trrat some u,eak trapping

efiect due to grain boundaries does exist. It has been mentioned that the theo¡etical

model predicts that fo¡ the grai' size used i'the present study, there should be

.o retardation due to grain boundaries. Conseque'tly, no trapping efect should

be observed. This contradiction ar¡ises partl¡, f¡o- the fact that the model has

'eglected 
those grain boundaries parallel to the membrane surface. Another reason

is that the grain boundar5' difusi'ity is concentration dependent. During evolution,

hydrogen atoms in the deepest traps drain last. when recharging rvas appried before

complete evolution, the grain boundary concentration was still higher than in the

lattice. This is equivalent to a state where a rrigher average conce'tration exists;

thus, the measured efective grain boundary difusivity became larger than ir.r the

first run. Ilo*e'er, compared rvith curve 2 of Fig.7.1, it can be concluded thai the

K ¡atio should be less than 10 during recharging.
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8.1.4 Comparison with the Literature

It would appear ideal to use trie fi'est grained specimens possible for the pur-

poses of this stud¡'. Horvever, since grai's are so liable to gro'vth i'pure nickel, the

grain size of 10 ¡rm is the finest that could be made reasonabll, uniform. There_

fore, comparison with literature data is necessa¡J,. Mútschele and Kirchheirn [12g]

have i.r'estigated grain boundary difusion of hydrogen using a difierent approach.

Thev measu¡ed the difusion coeficient of hydrogen at various bulk concent¡ations

i' nano-cr¡'sf¿lline palladium (gra.in size - 5 nm). Trrey found tirat the difiusion

coeficie.t i'single crystal materials was consta't rvhile it cìranged rvith concentra-

tiol i' polycrystalli'e materia,ls. Since smar grain sizes a¡e accommodated by the

neu'model, their data are reproduced in Fig.g.1 and analyzed here. since the mea-

su¡ed diffusion coeficient in pol¡'crystalrine metars rras bee. a'eraged across grai'
bou'da¡v and grai' inte¡io¡ areas. it shourd be conside¡ed an efiective or apparent

difusion coefficient rather than representative of grain boundarJ, or lattice difiusion.

It is ob'ious that the efiective difusion coeficient should neither exceed the larger

no¡ be less than the smaller of the trvo difusi'ities, Dn a''ð, D¡. From Fig.g.l, it is

seen that tlre maximum ntto of D.çf Dl is about 3.5. If trrei¡ d.ata a¡e extrapolated

to c:0 the ratio oI D"çlD¡ is about 0.05. Trre¡efo¡e, their data suggest trrat at

c - 0, K is no larger than 0.05 a'd at lúgher concent¡ations K is greater than 3.5.

The timeJag method is usually used to determine the difusion coefficient and

it has been shorv'in chapter 4 that the efecti'e difusion coefi.cient obtained in

this rval'can be expressed as

D"ç = (8.1)
1_
wu'
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D.il lDt = 0.05

Figure 8.1: Re-produced l\{ürschele and Ki¡chheim's 1128] measurement of hydrogen
diffusion coefficient in single and polycr¡'stalli*e palradium. The ratio of tlie lat-ter
to the former has a maximum value of 3.5 at high concentrations and a minimum
of 0.05 extrapolated to low concentrations.
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rvhere B has been given in eqn.(4.8) as

-I)"32lJJa","L 12) .t asa. Js(a^ L l2)1,(L*4asK)nzn,o.,,[(L@ (8.2)

If tlre K ¡atio is assumed to be 0.05, and using values of À. : 0.00gcm and L =
5 x 10-7cm, it rvas found by triar and e¡¡o¡ that to obtai'tìe extrapolated value

oI D,ç fD¡ - 0.0õ, the value of the segregation factor s must be greater than 2g00,

impl¡'ing a binding energy ol Eu:22 kJ/mol. Kimura and Birnbaum [18] reported

a value of 11.6 kJ/mol foi nickel. Since pd and Ni are both face centred cubic and

are generally quite similar meta-ls, it is reasonable to expect the grain boundar¡,

bi'ding energ¡' fo¡ Pd to be i'the same range as trrat fo¡ Ni. I'facr, Mütschele and

Kirchhein [128] suggested an average binding energy of 5.8 kJ/mol for hydrogen

rvith grain bou'daries i'Pd. Therefore,22 kJ lmol is unrealisticall¡, high.

If 1l is assumed to be zero as suggested by the silr.er decoratio' test, the s
value reduces to 48 l'hich corresponds to a binding energl of E¿ : g.47 kJ/mol.
Mütschele and Kirchheim found that if a single bi'ding e.erg¡,is used to describe

the distribution of hydrogen, its value rvourd have to change *ith concentration and

the segregatio' facto¡ ri'ould be i' a ra'ge from 10 to t00. The s value of 4g is

apparentll' a fair approximation. The¡efore, their results are consistent u,ith the

present study; i.e., u'hen the hydrogen concentration is close to zero, there is littie
hydrogen transport through grain boundaries.

Substituting the value of 9.42 kJ/mol for the binding energt, into eqn.(3.10),

the value of K is found to be 8.6 tvhen D.ç f D¡ : 8.5. Therefore, Mütschele and

Kirchheim's data also suggest that grain boundary enhanced transport of hydrogen

will never play an important ¡ole since ff is not much greater than unity at any

concentration.

B=ÐI
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8.1.5 Distinguishing Fast Paths from Short Circuit paths
of Diffusion

\4/iren the 
'alue 

of K is about unity, e'en if s is large and the grai'size small,

the mass tra'sport of hydrogen is not acceierated b\' grain bou'daries. However,

most flux rvould still be'ia grain boundaries. In this case, the grain bounda¡ies act

as sho¡t circuit paths for difusion. Therefo¡e. it is necessarï to distinguish between

short circuit paths a'd fast paths for difusion. For the latter, it has the specific

meaning that the diffusion coeficie't is larger in the paths than in the lattice, while

for the former, it can be a result of the segregation efect. A short circuit path is

not necessarill' a fast path fo¡ difiusion.

I'the literature, there have been continui'g attempts to obtain direct experi-

mentai evide¡rce of enhanced transport of rrydrogen by grain boundaries. For exam-

ple, autoradiography *'as used by Abraham eI al.[2|j and an ion microprobe (IÀ{A)

technique'i'as used by Tsuru and Latanisio' [14]. in trrose tests, traces of rr¡,d¡or.r,

or tritium rve¡e delected on one su¡face of the testing membrane which had been

precharged from the other side for a period less than the breakthrougli time. They

conside¡ed that hydrogen/t¡itium could not ha¡,e ¡eached the dorvnstream su¡face in

this period through lattice diffusíon. Therefore, thei¡ concrusion ri,as that hydrogen

must ha'e difused through the fast difiusion paths, i.e., grain boundaries. Horv-

ever, it seems that the breakthrough time was incorrectiy interpreted and misused.

The breakthrough time is defined as the intersectiou of the tangent at the inflection

point on the anodic cur¡ent with the background a'odic cu¡re't. At this time there

should ha'e bee' a considerable amount of permeating flux according to theo¡etical

caiculations [17]. Ii the actual breakthrough time, fo, is used and the sensitivity

of the monito¡ing system is assumed to be suficient, the chargi'g periods used in
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their studies tvould approach or even exceed that required for h¡,drogen/tritium to

appear at the dorvnstream surface through lattice diflusion.

If K : 0. i.e. Dn - 0, it can be denonstrated b5, using eqn.(8.82) thar for

nickel and palladium of ordinary grain size (l l¡rm), whe¡e the grain boundar¡,

bi'ding e.ergv is relatively lov', the concentration buildup in grain bounda¡ies rvill

progress rvith that in the lattice. In other rvords, the retardation efect due to grair.L

boundaries perpendicular to the memb¡ane is 
'ery 

rimited. when hydrogen/tritium

reaches the do''nstream surface in grain interiors, it also appears i'grain boundar¡,

areas. Further, since Ð, has been shou,¡t to be not alu,ays smalle¡ than D¿, it can be

concluded that the hydroge' concentratio. in grai' boundaries will never fall belo*,

that in the lattice. co'sequently, autoradiography and I\,IA tech'iques ivould yield

grain boundarS' patterns if the membrane has been precharged for a period compa_

rable to that required for hydrogen to appear at the do',nstream surface b¡, lattice

difusion. since neither of the techniques 'f¡eezes' hydrogen atoms during detection,

furthe¡ difusion may take place. Therefore, it seems that trre reported e¡,idence ca'
not be conside¡ed as evidence of fast difusio', but rather of the segregation efiect,

8.1.6 Dislocation Pipe Diffusion of Hydrogen

There is evidence in the lite¡ature that movi'g dislocatio's can transport

hydrogen atoms [98,99]. Elowever, arguments exist regardi'g the ¡ole of stationary

dislocations. Kirchheim [r2g] and Bucur and Indrea Ir30] observed a double plateau

phe'omeno' during hydrogen permeation in deformed parÌadium. Tire first prateau

was quite instantaneous and was ascribed to the fast fiiling of dislocation cores.

florvever, if the frlling ¡ate of disrocation co¡es is high, trrere rvourd be no reason

fo¡ the difusion process in dislocation co¡es to srorv down in ihe late¡ stages o{ a

permeation test. The¡efore, a much higher efeciive difusion coeficient should be
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obtained Horvever, i' the prese't stud5' it rvas fou*d th¿t both breakthrough time

in the permeation tests ald incubation period in tire decoraiion tests increased if the

membrane was cold worked, indicati'g tirat dislocations a¡e not fast difusion paths.

This is co'Lsistent with the work by Louthan et ai [121. From t]re prese't test results

regarding grai' boundar5' transport, attributing the double plateau phe'omeno'

obse¡ved i' defor¡red palladium to rapid dislocatio' 
'etwork 

transport of hydrogen

seems to be questionable.

8.2 Grain Size Effect on the Fracture Mode

Tìre important obser'atio' trrat rrydrogen does not embrittre fi.e grained spec-

ime's has not been previousl¡, reported. Therefore, before tryi'rg to explain this

phenomeno', it is desireable to determine if it could be a result of some other ef-

fect. Tliere appears to be o'ly three possibilities: 1) there was r¡uch ress hydrogen

e.tering the fine grai.ed specimens. The¡e{ore the average co'centratio. was much

lowe¡ than that in coarse grained specimens; 2) grai' boundaries in these specimens

are of a special ki.d *'hich eithe¡ cannot segregate sufficient amount of rrydrogen or

are immune to liydrogen embrittlement; and B) segregated surfur rvas so row trrat

grain boundaries were too clean to be fractured b¡, hydrogen alone.

To ¡ule out the flrst possibility, rrydrogen outgassed from the membranes rvrrich

were precharged to saturation (> Sdays) was colrected. The membrane was im-

mersed i. silicon oil covered b¡' a glass fu'nel which had a calib¡ated dead-end

tube. The outcoming hydrogen bubbles replaced the o in the tube and concen-

trated there. It rvas found that fo¡ a charging area of 1.5 cm2 on each side and

a cur¡ent density o{ 10 mA/cm2, the corrected amount of hydrogen for botrr grain

sizes n'as in a range of 2-10 nrl/cn3, changing ftom membrane to membrane. No
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svstematic difrerence betrvee. the amourt of outgassed ìrydrogen from fine grained

specimens and that fron coa¡se grai'ed ones was fou¡rd.. Assume each grain rras a

radius Lf 2, the voìume percentage of grain boundaries is estimated as

rL2a 6a

ll1rLs L (8.3 )

and the number of metal atoms in grain boundaries per unit volume rvould be

(6alL)l(al\rr3 ), rvhere r is the radius of metal atoms.

Assume grain boundaries ha'e bee' saturated to I:1, using Z=0.001 cm and

a : 2r, the number of h¡'d¡or"n atoms per unit volume would be 3x1018, rvhich

equals 5x10-6 mol. At room temperature and one atmosphere, this amouut of

lrydrogen would occup¡' 22.41 x 5 x 10-6:0.1 ml. compared *itrr the co ected

hydrogen, it is see'that e'e'i't].re fine grained specimens) most hyd.r<rgen rvas

stored in the su¡face iayer iu hydrides. Further, after fracture ar 77K, Ìrydroge'

could still be collected from fine grained specime.s. Further, as already shorvn

iu Fig.7.24, grain interiors of fine grai'ed specime.s we¡e i'd.eed embrittled by

hydrogen. Therefore, it is concluded trrat grain boundaries in fine grained specimens

should have been saturated tith liydrogen as were coarse grained specimens.

The fine grained specinens Ì{ere highl¡, textured u,ith a large percentage of

small angle grain boundaries, rvhich may be argued to have a ro*,er binding energy

rviih hydrogen' rlowever, rvhen the specimens were given a re-anneaJi'g ai 1173K

for 10 minutes to obtain coarse grains be{ore precharging with hydrogen, intergran-

ular cracking rvas again observed. It tvas co¡rfi¡med by X-ra¡, analysis that the

¡nic¡ostructure rvas still heavily textured afte¡ re-annealing. This is consistent with
the generally accepted concept that recrystalrization at a rower temperature yields

a more random structu¡e [131]. Therefore, it can be concluded that the mechanica.l

features of grain boundaries did not change signiflcantl¡, during annealing.
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On the oiher hand, the grain boundar¡r area per unit volume increases as the

grain size decreases. Therefore, for a fixed quaÌrit"\, of impurities in the solid, the

impurit¡' concentratio. at grain bourdaries must decrease. Morgan and lcr{arron

[110] argued that clean grai' boundaries rnay not sufe¡ f¡om irydrogen i'duced i'-
tergra'u-lar cracki'g. rlorve'er. since annearing at 11zBK causes rittre segregation

of sul{ur ï709,124,7321), tl.re sulfur concentratio. at grain bounda¡ies i' trre speci-

mens rvith medium and coarse grains obtained during re-annearing srrould not be

high. on the other hand, there has been e'idence that mo'ing g¡ain boundaries can

carry sulfur atoms during recrystalÌizatio. lrz4,rgzl, so that grai. bou'daries in fine

grained specimens may not be sulfur free. Therefore, the chemical compositio's of
grain bou'daries in both groups of specinens should not be substantially dife¡ent.

Further, h5'drogen induced intergranular cracki'g in soiution annealed Ni2z0 rvas

observed u'he¡e lo sulfur segregation could be detected b¡, Auger Electron Spec_

troscopy [109,133,134]. Rice Its5] has proposed a moder to predict intergranurar

cracking in metals, rvhich also suggests that l.r¡,d¡6gs¡ induced intergranular frac-

ture in pure nickel is possible.

Therefore, it can be concluded that alr of the trrree possib ities can be ruled

out. The lack of intergranular cracking in fine grained specimens is directll, ¡elated

to the grain size effect.

8.3 The Mechanism of Hydrogen Induced In-
tergranular Cracking

At 77K, hydrogen difusi'ity rvould be in the order of 10-2scm2s-r if Loutha'
et al's [119] data is extrapolated. Acco¡ding to Tien et aJ 1136], the critical velocity
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fo¡ a dislocation to break atva¡,from its hydrogen cloud is

', DtE¿
" 30kTb (8 4)

u'hích is manv orde¡s of magnitude smaller than the dislocation velocit¡, correspo'd-

ing to tlie strai'rate used in this studS', 10-2s-1 to 10-as-1. Therefore, the dynamic

inte¡action of h1'd¡6g"n *'ith dislocations is negrigibre. There shourd be rittre tra's-
port of h1'fl¡6gsì b'dislocat'ons from o¡ to the grain bounda¡ies. The intergranurar

f¡actu¡e observed i. coarse grained specimens thus must be due to locar rrydrogen

through the follou'ing two rvays:

1) reduction in the resistance fo¡ce to intergranular cracking;

2) increase of the dri¡'iug force fo¡ intergranular cracking.

S.S.L DecohesionTheory

A1tìrough it has been speculated that hydrogen reduces cohesive strength, so far

there has been no direcl e'idence ir the literature. Hsiao's [137] group has pro.r,ided

i'dications that such a reductio' in cohesi'e strength is only a small fraction, about

10%. Therefore, the obser.r'ed large reduction in the fracture stress (- 60%) in coarse

grained specimens cannot be solely attributed to the reduction in the resistance

force. Furtirer, if the grain boundar¡, strength were ¡educed to such a degree by

eithe¡ decohesion or hydride formation, at a given applied stress, the tensile stress

applied on the grain boundaries in the fine grained specimens would not be much

difie¡ent from that in coarse grai'ed ones. Therefore, the fine grained specimens

should aiso have fractured intergranularl¡'. Tlús is evidenced by the small grains on

the fracture surface shon'n in Fig.7.Z.
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8.3.2 Increase of the Driving Force

It is rvell k'orv' that the leading dislocation in a pileup can exert a force, ao.

o¡rto its ba¡¡ier ly' times larger tira'the applied stress, ao,',here l{ is the number

of dislocatio's in the pileup. The more disrocations a p eup contains, the greater

the local stress it produces The folowing t*,o processes can reduce tire numbe¡ of

dislocations in a pileup.

First, if the stacking fauh e'ergy (sFE) is rrigìr as i' Al, pileups can be brunted

rvithout dificulty through cross srip a'd rocar stresses are relaxed. If hydrogen re-

duces the relaxation ability of dislocation pileups, the number of disiocations in a

pileup *'ill increase, higher normal tensile stresses can build up at grain boundaries,

and intergra'ular cracki'g ma¡' be observed. cornet ef a/ [13g] applied this mech-

a'ism i. iron, but Oriani [8] argued it might not be meaningful since the SFE of
iron is ¡ather high. Because nickel has a much lorve¡ sFE, this mecrra'ism may

rvork in our case. Horvever, under the conditions of the present study, specirnens

precharged at room temperature but fractured at zzK, only the leading dislocation

in the pileup is in a high conce'tration of rrydroge'. Brunting could nevertheress

occur somewhere a small distance arvay frorn tire reading dislocation, whe¡e the dis-

locatio's would be liydrogen free. Furtrrer, trús mecrranism does not work in p eups

of edge dislocatio'Ls which do not cross slip. Therefore, this mechanism can at most

play only a secondary role in the ptesent case.

Seco'd, whe'local accumurated stress is sufficie.tly higrr, the leading disroca-

tion is forced into and slides alo.g trre grain boundar¡,, and then emerges in the

adjacent grain with a new Burgers vector. Dingley and pond 
[1Bg] hypothesized

that in hard grain boundaries the separation of the disrocation products of ext¡insic

grain boundary dislocations (EGBDs) is difrcurt and the¡efore the above process
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has lo ove¡come higher resista'ce. They used this idea to explai'tlie embrittlement

efect of segregated impurities, rvhich, horvever, has received little attention. Adopt-

ing tìreir idea, we propose a new mechanism for hydrogen irlduced intergranular

cracking in meta.ls as {ollo*'s.

8.3.3 New Mechanism for Intergranular Cracking

we assume that in the absence of hydrogen, the resistance of the co'trolling

process for a lattice dislocation to cross a grain boundary, a|, is low in these metals.

The controiling process nìa]' either be the impingement o¡ the dissociation of the

lattice dislocations. Therefore, pileups i. these met¿rs are ne1¡er fully built up. In
other rvords, the grai' boundar¡' could have rvithstood mo¡e dislocations in the

pileups. It is hypothesized that rrydrogen can increase trris resistance, i.e., aila¡ >
øi. Therefore, pileups are given a second crrance to fu[1, develop in the presence of

hydrogen. The numbe¡ of dislocations in trre p eup rvould increase, u,hich in tur'
rvould ¡aise the loca-l st¡ess at the grain boundary, ao. \I¡hen øo exceeds the grain

boundary strength, øi, intergranular cracking occurs.

since the upper bound of ao is øi, trris mechanism suggests tìrat it is trre ¡elative

ease or difrcult¡'to the e'trance of the leading dislocation into the grain boundary

that determines if the fractu¡e mode changes when h¡,drogen is present at graiu

boundaries. I1 o[ > on, pre-segregated hydrogen at grain bounda¡ies wou]d not

change the f¡acture mode. Litergranular cracking is the prefered f¡acture mode in

this case. If ø! << an, lildrogen ma¡¡ not be able to raise ai to oj. In case it
does, then the number of dislocations in the pileup has to be substantially increased

in orde¡ to raise the local stress. Therefore, hydrogen can change the fractu¡e

mode only when sFE is not large. when ai is sma er than but comparable to øi,

i.fergranular cracking may occur eve'L *,hen sFE is large since a sman increase in
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Â¡ could raise oo to above o;. This migrrt be trre expranation .rvh¡,hvdrogeu changes

fractu¡e node f¡om transgra'ular to irtergra'urar in higrr purity iro' *'hich rras a

high SFE [42i. Tlie present case rna¡, locate in between tjre latter two groups.

This mechanism explains the ¡esults reported in the literatu¡e and observed in

tlre prese.t study tirat a fe*'perce'1, 2 - 10%, plastic deformation is necessar' a'd
sufficient conditio'L for hydrogen induced intergranular cracking to occur i¡r coarse

grai'ed specimens whe¡e the fractu¡e strength courd be reduced by 60%. In this

range of deformation, pileups are the dominant lou' energy dislocatio' structu¡e in
the mate¡ial.

This mechanism also explains the recover¡, of the tensile properties for fi.ne

grained specimens. It is knorvn that frre 
'u¡nbe¡ 

of dislocations in a p eup is pro-

portional to the length of tlie pileup which is limited b¡' the grain size. The stress

exerted onto its barrier by a pileup, oo, and tlie stress at a distance of r lrom its
head, o¿, are [t+01

oo u. No" u. olL and t 't 
1/2o¿=o"\i)

respectivell'. The latter rvill activate dislocation sou¡ces in tlie next grai' and thus

transfer plastic deformation. It is clear that intergranular fracture is favored i'
coarse grained specimens if pileups play an important role in the fracture processes,

since the ratio o{ oofo¿ is proportionar to L1/2. If stressed to the same oo, si'ce

L¡ : 0.2L., thus rve hale of : 0.2o;,. The sub- and super-scripts f and c stand

fo¡ fine and coarse grained specimen, respectively. Therefore, in order to obtain

intergranular cracking in fine grained specimens, i.e., o! - oi, o"bas to be inc¡eased

by \F¡UZ = 2.24 times. However, since ø¿ is.rvell above the yield stress, o,, (though

it is also reduced by a factor of 2.24 lor a given ø.) and since hydrogen d.oes not

sig'ificantly afect grain interior defo¡rnation processes unde¡ the present conditions
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(mobile dislocatio's are hydrogen free), rarge scaìe prasticitS' ma]' occur in grain

interio¡s as ao increases. It is knori'n that other low energv dislocation structures,

e.g', dislocatio' cells, starl to forn during o¡ e'en before stage II work harde'ing

[141,142], which in tur' shortens the length of pileups. Therefore, before øo is

i.creased to the le'el required for i'tergra'ular fractu¡e to occur, the grain interior

strength has bee. reached. conseque'tlt', intergranular cracking does not occur,

whicli is sho*'n in Fig.8.2.

This mechanism is consistent rvith tire sca'ni'g erect¡on microscopy resurts.

Fig.8.3 shows a grain bou'dar¡' tripre point area on a specimen side surface (grain

size 150pm) deformed at room temperature in the absence of h¡,j¡6r"rr. This speci-

men l¡ad segregated sulfur at grain boundaries ard *,ould ha¡,e fractu¡ed intergran-

ularly if tested at 77K. It ca' be see' that dislocatio's can easil¡, cross the grain

bou'dar¡' and tu'o grains glide *'ith each other forming a step at the bou.dary. Note

tire height of tl.re step, - 1Opm, indicatìng numerous dislocatio¡rs have crossed the

boundary. However, when the specimens rvere fractu¡ed in the presence of h¡,drogen,

the grain su¡laces rve¡e flat and quite featureless except for the existence of man¡,

clear a.d rather straight slip lines (Fig.z.15). This mea's the plasticity was not con-

ti'uous across the grain boundaries and dislocations we¡e biocked at the boundary

and released after fractu¡e making these slip lines. \4¡hen hydroge'is added to the

specimens with segregated sulfur, the morphology looks more brittle (Fig.7.11) than

that caused by hydrogen aio'e, indicating thar trre efects of sulfur and rrydrogen are

additi'e. This is straight fo¡ward according to the present model since they operate

in diferent mechanisms: sulfur reduces the resistance rvhile hydrogen mainl¡, con-

tributes the dri'ing force fo¡ intergranular cracking. since 2 - 10% plasiic strain is

needed for hydrogen induced intergranular fracture, the model predicts that as long
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Figure 8.2: New mechanisrn for intergranuìar fracture due to hydrogen
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as the ultimate strength of the metal has 'ot been reduced by sulfur to around the

¡'ield strength, hydrogen rvill further embrittle the material.

verpoort et al [143] ha.r'e reported trrat cord rvork cha'ged the fracture patrr

i' nickel from intergranuìar to transgranular. They did not gi'e the reason but

considered grain bou'daries to be fast difiusio. paths. Their observation can be

explained bv the 
'ew mecha'ism: severe cold *,ork fo¡ms disrocatio. structures

other tha'pileups in tire material, rvhich limits the number of dislocations present

in a single pileup. Thus, the critical st¡ess can no ronger be estabrished at grai'
boundaries.

To summarize, the present stud¡, advances a new model for h¡,drogen induced

intergranular cracki'g in Ni. Horvever, it does not excìude the possibility that

grain boundar¡' strength, ø;, may have been simultaneousl5, ¡educed b¡, segregated

hydrogen; i.e., the decohesion effect mav also contribute. Nor does it exclude the role

that hydrogen transport b¡'moving dislocations may p1a¡,at a higher temperature.

since onl¡' the pre-segregated hydrogen at grain bound.aries has been addressed in

this study. Horve'er, this stud.r' does not support Birnbaum's moder which suggests

that intergranula¡ f¡acture is not in the grain bou'dary planes, but rather along

active slip planes i' the vicinit¡' of grain boundaries. If that is true, the mating

fracture surfaces should match each other as shown in Fig.z.16, which has rarely

been seen.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions and
Recommendations

9.1 Conclusions

The present study has clarified some importalt issues regarding hl,drogen

induced intergranular cracking. The main findings are summarized as follo*,s.

1. An anaì5'tical solution for difiusion i'vol.r,ing a rea,Iistic grain boundary pattern

in a frnite system has been obtained. The moder accommodates a smalr grain

size, the segregation factor, and a large rauge of K values.

2. The model is used to predict trre permeation rate during an electrochemicar

permeation test. Enhanced transport b¡. grain bounda¡ies u,iir shift the per-

rneation cu¡r'e to shorter times than that for rattice difusion alone and also

to higher permeation rates, which rv l result in a higher efective difusion

coeficient determined b¡, the conventionaì time_lag method.

3. There should not be a double-plateau pheuomenon on a pe¡meation curve no

matter hory fine the grain size. If grain boundary trausport plays a key role

duri'g the mass transport of hydrogen, the actual breakthrough time should

be greatly reduced.



4. For most metallic materials, arì a'erage grai. size of 10pm should be sufficient

to reveal enhanced grain boundar¡, transport of li5,d¡eg"n even rvhen lattice

diffusion is dominant.

5. Fast difusior paths sirould be disti'guished from sho¡t circuit difusion paths.

The fo¡me¡ infers a liigher difusivity in grain boundaries, rvhile the latter

infers a large segregation facto¡. Trre observation of a higrrer steady state

permeatior rate most likely results from a high segregatio' factor rather tha'
e¡rhanced transport b¡' grain boundaries.

6. Grain boundaries are not high difusivity paths for rrydroge. and .rvill not

likely pla¡'an important role during the mass transport of hydrogen in metals.

The ¡ole played b¡' grai' boundaries is ¡etardation of transport .r,ia their s,eak

trapping capacit¡'.

7. The grain boundary difusir.ity oI h1'd¡6g"tr is concentration dependent. \4rhen

the hydroge' concentration is extremely 1ow, tlie grai' bound.ar¡, diffusion of

h5'drogen is virtually stopped. It is postulated that intrinsic grain boundarS,

dislocations are responsible fo¡ such retardation.

8. H¡'d¡6g.t does not change the fractu¡e mode in pure nickel at z7K from trans-

granular to intergranular in specimens tvith a grain size of 10¡rm.

9. The experìmental ¡esults in this stud¡, support Birnbaum,s data; i.e., the bind_

ing energy o{ hydrogen to grain boundaries in Ni is 11.6 kJ/mol and trre critical

hydrogen concentration to cause intergranurar cracking at zzK is about 10 at%.

l0 segregated sulfur and hydrogen at grain bounda¡ies cause intergranula¡ f¡ac-

ture through difrere.l mecha'isms. sulfur ¡educes the grain boundary cohe-
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sive strength. When the external stress exceeds the grain boundar¡, strength,

intergranular cracking occurs. H¡'d¡6gen i'creases the resistance of a grain

boundary to the e'tra'ce o{ the reading disrocations i, disrocatio. pileups,

rvhich results in an i.crease in the number of dislocations held i' a pileup.

\4¡hen the tensile stress agair.rst the grain boundarl, raised up by disìocations

exceeds the grain boundary strengtrr, intergranurar cracking occurs. Therefore,

their efects can be additive in most cases.

9.2 Recommendations

Alihough a ge'eral picture of hydrogen induced intergranuìar cracking i' nicker

has been established through this study, it is highlv ¡ecomme'ded that the follorving

u'o¡k be carried out in the future:

1. using Auger Electro' Spectroscopy to quantitativer¡, estabrisrr trre reration

among the grain boundary strength, trre grain boundary sulfur concentration,

and the grain sizes.

2. using t¡ansmission electron microscopy to compare dislocatio' piieups in fine

and coarse grained specimens in the absence and presence of hydrogen.
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Appendix A

c

L

c
2

DELTA: Ratio of two diffusivities, Dgb/Dl
DIÅ: ÂVERÀGE DIÂÌ'ÍETER 0F GRÂINS
TEll : TEI'ÍPEBÄTURE

EB: BINDING ENERGY

DL: DIFFUSI0N CoEFFICIENT
c

c

c

c

c

c

c

FORTR,AN Program for
Permeation Curves

c = = ========= =======
C PR()GRÂI'' P3 UNDER PERI'IE¡.TIONS (J. YÀt)'S MODEL) C

C CÀLCUIÀT]NG TEE PERI,IEATI()N CURVE VS T]ME hlITE C

C DI)UBLE PRECIS]ON-F]¡IÄL FORI,I C

C SÀI'IE AS P2 BUT IIN,TTE TN DÂTA FILES ¡,S liEIL C

DII'IENS]()N DBESS (99)
D0UBLE PRECISIoN pI 

, 
p , Â1 , ÂFÂ ,ZO ,ZL ,22 ,23 ,24,25 ,26

DOUBLE PRECISION MHBS Jl, MI,IBS JO, Y, DBESS, 255,Z,56,265, 266
DOUBLE PRECISI()N B, BO, BA, BAO, 81,BB, BBO, BBA, BBÂOc============= ==============c
C T() TNPUT PRE-STORED FIRST 1OO ZER() POINTS t)F BESSET C

C FUNCTI()N OF ZERO ORDER

READ (99,1)DBESS

FoRt'taT (3 (2x, F20 . 16) )c============= ==========c
C TO INPTIT PARAI,IETEBS FOR CALCIILÀTION C

NEAD*, DELTA, DIÀ, TEM, EB,DI,, TEI, T
IF (TEr'r.LT.0.1) G0T0 65c============= ==========c
C DICT]()NARY t)F PÂN,A}IETERS C
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C C TEI: TETCXNESS 0F TEE SPECIUEN c
C C T: TIl,lE FOR FIRST TRy I.E. SATURATI0N Ca ^-----
c

c
c c=-=== ======= === = =======cC C I¡R]TE TEE INPUT PARAI,IETERS FOR LATER EXAI,I Cc c=====

I'RITE (6 ,3) DELTÁ, DIA, TEI,I, EB, DL, TEI
I{RITE ( 12 ,3) DELTA, DIÂ, TEM, EB , DL, TII

3 F0RI'1AT(2x,'DGB/DL=,,F8.3,sX,,GRAIN DIA. = 
¡ 

, F9 .2, , cM , ,6L,
1 'TEMPERATU&E=,,F4.0,'K'//2X,,BINDrNG ENERGT=, , F6 . o , , J , ,
1 3X, , DL=, ,89 . s, , CH-2ls , ,4x, , TEtcr(NEss= , ,F6,4,,ctr,)

HRITE(6,4)
4 FoRÌ'lAT(//8X,'Tu,tE"1ox,,rs,,12x,,rcB,,12X,'T0TAI,,7r,

1',IS/ToTAL'1 
"6X,'ISil"1lX,'IcB'tr"9X,'ToTAL|l"1OT,'pS')HRITE(12,5)

5 FORI'IAT( / /2X,'TIIIE" 5X,'IS',6X, 'IGB',6X, 'TOTÂL',
1 2x, 'rs/T0ral(il),,sx,,rsi4,,sx,,rGBil 

" 
4X, ' r0TÁL'1 , )c c====== ===================cC C INTRoDUCE INTERHEDIUI,T PARAIfETER; c

C C Á ]S TEE EALF I{IDTE ()F GRÁIN BOUNDARY Cc c======
Ä=5 .0E-8
PI=3. 1415926535897932D0
S=EXP (EB/TEl,r/8 .31)
ÁS=Â*S

P=PIlTHr
6 BB=0.0

BBA=0 . 0

BBN=o . 0

NS=-1
D0 40 N=l ,200
Z 0=ìtxpf
B=0.0
BA=0.0
BB0=BB

BBA0=BBA

D0 20 1,1=1 ,99
B 0=B

BA0=BÂ

Y=DBESS (I'r)

CALL SOLAFA (ÀFA , N ,I,I , Y , P , !,S, DIA , DELTÄ , PI , IE, XXX)
Á1=DIÄ*AFA/2 . 000
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22

z1=l1l'rBSJ 1 (Â1 , IE1)
Z2=!ll'lBSJ0 (41 , IE2)
IE=IE+IE1+IE2
IF (IE. GT. O) TEEN

I"]RITE (6,,*) ,ERROR! TE=} ,IE
G0T0 50

END IF
23=Zt*ZI
24=22,422
z5=ÁFA,iAFÂ

255=DL*TxZ5
IF (255, GT,50. ) TEEN

G0T0 22
ELSE

zs6=DEXP(-z5s)
END TF

z6=256+8 . 0D0* ( Z!+^S*LF L,+22) / AFA/DIA/ (23+ (1. O+4. O,rÀS/DIÂ) *24)
BÄ=BÂ+26!rZ1*4. 0D0/AFA/DIA
B=B+26'tZ2
CONTINUE

I"IRITE(6,*) ,NEED I,IORE AFA! N=,,¡¡
CONTINUE

265=DL*T'r (20lTEI) **2
IF (265. GT.50, ) TEEN

G0T0 42
ELSE

266=DExP ( -z6s )
END IF
B1=266*NS
BB=BB+B+B 1

BBA=BBÄ+BAI(81

BBN=BBN+2.0+81
NS=-NS

CONTINUE

Ct)NTINI'E
Z8=4. o*DELTA*ÀS/DIÁ+1 . O

cIcB= (28-1. 0) * (r. o+ss¡
cIGBI =CICB/28
CIS=1 .0+BBÄ

CIs 1=CIs/28
CIT=CIcB+CIS
CITl=CIcB 1+CIS 1

PS=1 . 0+BBN

IF (CIT.cT.1.0E-8) TEEN

40
42
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Z7= 100 .0*CIS/CIT
ElI CF

27 =0 .0
END IF

c c====== === == == = = == = === cC C HR]TE CALCULÀTED RESULTS Cc c====== =============== c
HRITE (6, 45) T, CIS, CIGB, C]T, 27, CIS1, CIGB1, CIT1, PS

4s FoRt'fÀT(/4x,F8.0,3(3X,F12.5),7X,F6.2,4(8X,F6.4))
l,IRrTE ( 12,46 ) T, CrS , CIGB , CIT,27, CrS 1, CrcBl , CTTI

46 FoRÌ'1AT(/1X,F6.0,3(1X,F8.5),2X,F6.2,2X,3(3X,F6.4))
tF (cIT.LT.1.08-5) ç0T0 5o
IF (T. GT. 1OOOO. O) TEEN

TI=10000.0
ELSE ]F (T, GT.1OOO, ) TEEN

TI=1000.0
ELSE IF (T, GT,1OO. ) TEEN

TI=100.0
ELSE IF (T. GT,10. ) TIEN

TI=10.0
ELSE TF (T, GT.1 , ) TEEN

TI=1.0
ELSE IF (T,GT. .1) TIEN

TI=.1
END ]F
¡-¡--t-L

IF (T. LE. o. s) G0T0 50
G()TO 6

50 CONTINUE

HRITE(6,60) XXX

HnITE(12,60) XXX
60 FoRl'fÀT(//10I,¡,r.!ri(***,r,,3X,,XXX=r 

, F1O.0,3X., , ***+*)+<,* , )
G(]TO 2

65 CONTINT'E

STOP

END

C c====== ==================Cc c suBRouTrNE T0 S0LVE EQUÁTr0N 3.32 rN TEESTS Cc c====== ==================c
SUBROUTINE SOLAFA (FÄ, T, J, Y, P, ÂS, D]Â, DELTÂ, P], IE,XXX)

DOIISLE PRECISI()N FÂ, X,X,1, X2, F, FF,BBB, P, PI, Y
D()UBLE PRECIS]ON I,II,IBSJI ,I,IMBSJO, BEITA, FFO, FO
XXX=XXX+1 . 0

BEITÄ=P*I
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BBB=BEITA'+BEITÂ'* (DELTA- 1 . o) *DIA,rDIA/4. ODO

X=Y

80 X=X-o. 1D0

F=X+DIA,it'l¡tBSJ1 (X,IE3) /tlr,tBsJo (x, rE4) /ÂS/2. O_BBB/X
IE=IE+IE3+IE4
]F (IE. GT, O) NETURN

IF (F. cT.0.oDo) coTo 8o
I1=X
X2=X+0,1
D0 90 Ntù=1,50
x= (x1+r2) /2.0D0
FF=X+DIÀ*l'f I'tBsJ1 (X,IE3) /HMBSJo (x, rE4) /Âs/2 . o-BBB/x
IF (FF. LT. O, ODO) TEEN

ELSE

X2=X

END IF
IE=IE+TE3+IE4

90 C()NTINUE

FÁ=X*2 .0/DIÂ
RETURII

END

C C TNPUT I)RDER ()F TEE DÂTÄ: K, T, TEM, EB, DL, TE], T c
C C PROGRAM STOPS HEEN ÄLL ]NPUT BE ZERO C
I t\----

========c
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Appendix B

FORTRAN Program for
Penetration Tests

C PR()GRAM J2 UNDER PENETRATI()IIIS (J. YA()'S I,IODEL)
C CATCULÁTTNG TEE INTERGRÀNULAR CRÂCKTNG DEPTE VS TII,IE

D0uBrE PRECISI0N pI,p,a1,aFA,zO,Z!,22,23,24,:.5,255,256
DIMENSIOIÙ DBESS ( 99)
DOUBLE PRECTSION DBESS, IiII,IBS J 1, I,II,Í BSJO, 265, 266

REÀD (99, 1) DBESS

1 FoRltaT(3 (2x, F20.16) )
C DELTÁ: natio of tr¡o diffusivities, Dgb/01
C DIA: .Àvetage dia-neter of grains
C TEI'f : TEI'ÍPERATURE 0F lyDROcEN CHARRGING
C EB: BINDING ENERGY

C DL: DIFFUSIoN CoEFFICIENT
C TEI: TEICKNESS 0F TEE SpECItfEN
C CC: Ratio of critical to surface concentrationE
C T: Tine for fitst try
C Y1 : Expected Ein. deprh at tine t
C \2: Expected Eax. depth at tine t

Á=5 .0E-8
PI=3. 141592659S89793D0

2 READ*, DELTA, DIA, TEM,EB,DL,TET, CC,T,Y1,T2
rF (Dra.LT.0.ooooooo1) GoTO 65
s=ExP (EB/TEH/s. s1)
TTT=0 . 0
ÁS=Á*S

TEIl=TEt/2 . 0
P=PIlTEI
HRITE(6,3) DELTA, DIA, TEI,I, EB, DL,TET, CC

3 F0RÌ'1AT(5X,,X=,,F8.O,1OT,,GRAIN DIA.=,,F6.4,
1 5X, , TEI'|PERÀTURE=, , F5 .0, sX, , BINDI¡rc ENERGy=',
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1 F6. 0 / / 5X,,' DIFFUSMTY= 
" 

89. 3, sX,' TETCKNESS= 

" 
F5. 3,

1 5X, , CRITICAL/SURFACE C0NCENTRATI0N= , , FS .3)
HRITE(6,4)

4 FoRl.lAT(//r}x,''1I'I1E',2sX,,Ic DEPTE,,2sx,
1 'LATTTCE COI.¡TR]BUTION 1')

s Y= (Y1+Y2) /2 . 0

6 ¡,¡= 1

BB=0 .0
10 Z0= (2 . 0*N-1 . 0) xpI

t't= 1

B=0.0
BB0=BB

IF (TTT. GT,0.5) TEEN

B=4.0 /20
G0T0 30

END IF
20 B0=B

Z=DBESS (It)
CÀLL SOLAFA (ÄFA , N , I,I , Z , P , ÂS , DTA , DELTÂ , P] , TE, XXX)
A1=DIA*ÂFA/2.0
z1=l'll'lBsJ1 (41 , IE1)
Z2=¡ll-lBSJo (41 ,IE2)
IE=IE+IE1+IE2
IF (IE.GT.O) TEEN

HRITE(6,*),ERR()RI IE=, , ]E
G0T0 50

END IF
23=27*27
24=22*22
Z5=ÄFÀ+ÂFA

ZSS=DL*TxZs
rF (255. cr.50. ) TIEN

c0T0 30
a'Ì cE

256=DEXP(-ZSS)
END IF
B=B+256*22*L6 .0,l. (21+ÂS*AFÂ+22) I AF/'/DIt / (ZB+

1 (1. 0+4. 0*As/DIA)'tZ4) /Zo
H=l'1+ 1

IF (M. GE.99) TEEN

WRITE(6,+) ,NEED I.I()RE AFAI N=,,N
c0T0 30

END IF
IF (ABS (B-80) . cT. 1 . OE-s) c0T0 20
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45

265=Dti,T'* (20lTEI) !*x2

rF (265 . cT. s0 . ) THEtf

c0T0 35

ELSE

266=DEXP ( -Z6S )
El'lD IF
B 1=266*SIlü ( Z0*Y/TEI)
BB=BB+BI.B1

¡l=¡l+ 1

IF (ABS(BB-BB0).cT.1.oE-s) c0T0 10
CONTI¡IUE

TF (TTT. GT. O .5) GOTO 40
SEENYU=CC- 1 . 0+BB
IF (SHENYU. LT.0. o) TEEN

Y 1=Y

ELSE

Y2=Y

END IF
IF ( (Y2-Y1) /Y. cT. o. oo1) c0T0 5
IF (TTT. LT. O ,5) TEEN

TTT=1.0
GOTO 6

END IF
z7= 100 . 0,i. ( 1 . 0-BB ) /CC

HRITE (6,45) T, Y, 27
F0Rl'laT(/sx,F10. 0,2sx,F10. s, 35X, F5. 1)

TTT=0 . 0
Y 1=Y

Y2=Y+Y

IF (Y2. cT.TEI1) Y2=TEI1
IF (ABS(TEI1/y-1.0).tT.O.OOO5) G0T0 50
IF (T. LT. 1OOO , O) TEEN

T=T+300,
ELSE

T=T+600.
END IF
Gt)Tt) 5

CONTINUE

tiRITE(6,60) XIX
F0Rl'lAT(//10X,, *******,, gX,'XXX=,, F1O. O, 3X,, ***,i*,**, )
Gt)T() 2
CONTINUE

ST()P

END

50

60
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80

SUBROUTINE SOLAFA (FA , I , J , Z, P , AS , DIA , DELTA, PI , ]8, XXX)
DOUBLE PRECISION FA,X,Xl,X2,F,FF,BBB,P,PT
&EAL ¡ll'lBSJ 1 ,Ì'IIIBSJ0
ïXX=XXX+1.0
BEITA= (2. 0*I-1 .0) *p
BBB=BEITAXBE]TA+ (DEtTA- 1. O) +DIA*D]A/4, O

F=ï+DIA*ttt'tBSJ1 (x , rE3 ) /uMBSJo (x, IE4) /AS/2 . o-BBB/x
JE=IE+IE3+IE4
]F (IE. GT. O) RETURN

IF (F,GT,O.ODO) GOTO 80
X 1=X

X2=X+0,1
D0 90 NN=1 ,40
x= (x1+x2) /2 . o
FF=X+DIA*¡ 'fBSJ 1 (X, rE3) /tlMBSJO (X,rE4) / AS/2 .O_BBB/X
IF (FF.LT,O. ODO) TEEN

ELSE

END IF
IE=IE+IE3+IE4
C()NTINUE

FÁ=NË2 .0/DIÅ
BETURN

END

90
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